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Fight With Wildcats.

Household.;

[From the Middletown (N. Y.) Mail.]
Over in Sullivan county, along the Neversink, is a little settlement kuown as Eden,
so named, probably, as a kind ot
compensation for being as unlike the primitive
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g^-iiur lriends who may have communications, ob;:11ns, facts, suggestions, or anything (if interest,
uning to this department, are requested to'commuis same to Or. Putnam Simonton, Searsport, who
prepare the same ior publication, it ol sufficient im-
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the endless transformations of matter, to greatly minister in the shape of food, to the Inner

January, February amt March numMonthly, l’rof. II. I. Bow- man.
lienee, as a fertilizing agent, nothing is more ;
el Boston, gives some excellent artices
because of Its j
ids most important subject—“Consurap- valuable than soap-suds; both
subthe
and
own
enriching
very
properties,
m America,” which all should read; but
washed artiwill not, we will give it such wider pub- stances the soap takes from the
cles—substances rich in plant-food. And both
as our limited space permits.
obBowditch states from reliable statistics, ] from these general principles, and onr own
to say that the
; inly may lie affirmed of Maine, especial- ] servation, we do not hesitate
value of soap-suds, if properly util: this part of it, that this scourge ‘nit presj fertilizing
So that whocost.
ills about one quarter of all who die an- ized, is equal to the soap’s
shall
a spot of grouud, and
ever
has
apply to
v in Massachusetts;” and that it is much
it this valuable dressing, will get the original
in quoin than formerly.
r;
for nothing.
tuning ilio various causes of consumption, thing
And not only will you get your money all buck,
soil”
as
a
fact
the
greatest;
assigns “Damp
it our own experience well corroborates. j but the majority of families will get something
of
A ii.de families residing in undrained, wet lo- | far better than money—a greater degree
1 health and comfort.
For, if such dwellings
oms, hu\c. we know, been swept off from
■ause, one after another, as with the be- have one enemy, one source of danger, greater
ii of destruction.
Both in this country and than another, it is the lilthy pools under the
cellar—
l.urope, public bodies have sent out com- 1 sink-spouts—sometimes even in the
t
it vesl gale the causes of this dis- >'cekiug with those villainous smells,” bearing
the sure
I-1. wlio report ".soil moisture” as the chief,
j to the household and neighborhood
in the
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for flowers; for grass—nothing better for any-
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a fresh supply as
go in favor of the idea that this fell ilis- the liquids, to be replaced by
in a restricted sense, is contagious;—an often as it gets saturated, will not only make
pinion in which a third ol a century’s expe- ! the place as sweet as a parlor, but will make a
llee
has made us to fully believe.
dressing far more valuable than the patent fer-

Very

my eases have we known where a well per- I tilizers which you send a
not particularly predisposed to it, i great price for.
il. and

'■ping with, or too closely attendant upon,
usumptive patient, having soon, in the
way, followed the first victim.
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In every household, fuel is how great an
item, both of cost aud utility. To most families to whom these words will go, the old fashioned

be

kinds ol dust to be inhaled into the
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dways warn against this danger ; a warnwinch, if heeded, would save, we doubt
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And so

many a valuable life,
iu.'lueuce ol the dilferent trades aud prooils as causes of
consumption, is well
an by Dr. li.
All those which cause vari-

iire-wood

is

the chief, as it is the best

kind.
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And there is iar greater difference than
many imagine, as to when it is got aud prepared lor the lire. We know far too many peo-

in beautiful perfection. Air followed air.
The company sat spell-bound until the suddenly revealed musician laid down his bow.
Mrs. Hawley’s prettiest boarder was the A chorus of
eulogistic praises and expresbit of a blonde girl named Florence Cas- sions of
gratitude followed, but David Attlettm. It was a romantic name, and she wood smiled
only at Florence Castleton’s
had a romantic history. Her parents were
simple,—
dead ; she was the heiress of their proper‘We thank you !’
ty, and had a guardian. He had been in
He left the room. After a little while, I
love with her mother, and was very jeal- went
through the hall, and met him.
ous of the daughter’s guardianship, treat‘You surprised and delighted us all with
ing her with arbitrary power, and teasing your performance, Mr. Atwood,’ I said.
her quite as much as pleasing her by his
He smiled.
affections. Yet it was quite exasperating
‘1 learned to play to please a little sick
to the young men to see her lounging on
sister I had once,’ he answered. ‘Since she
his arm, aud he a handsome bachelor of died I do not care to
play much, although I
hardly forty. He boarded at a hotel; she love music.’
had Mrs. Hawley’s prettiest set of rooms.
Just then Florence Castletou flitted by
They were furnished by herself, and most and went up stairs. I thought that she had
charmingly, in rosewood aud blue damask. heard what he said.
She had canaries, and a paroquet, and a
‘Do you tliiuk she liked it?’ he said, with
King Charles spaniel, and a maid under her amusing simplicity and directness.
authority ; and it was but a short time af'Yes, I am sure she did.' I auswered.
ter her arrival before every young man in
'She’s pretty, isn’t she?’ cried he, with
the house was marked subservient to her.
the same amusing naiuette.She was very pretty.
Her hair was of
‘Yes,’ I answered..
a bright gold color, her cheeks rose
pink,
‘Good night,’ I said.
and her eyes always made me think of blue
‘Good night,’ he responded, and went inlarkspur, they were so deeply and glowing- to his room.
ly blue. I have seen the sea show such a
I smiled at my thoughts as I let down my
color, but seldom anything else ; and they hair before my dressing glass. Yet it
did not change like the sea from blue to
might prove hardly a smdiug matter for a
gray aud Tyrean purple ; they were always poor, honest fellow like David Atwood to
that deep, steady, unaltered blue.
I have
get in love with Florence Castleton, the
seen her wear dresses and sacques of the
beauty and heiress.
same shade.
It soon became perceptible to all observJsho was a living romance heroine, and I
ing people, how much David Atwood was
used to observe the little episodes she oc- in love with Miss Castletou.
She divined
casioned in the house, with the expectation it
swiftly, and I thought it did not displease
that she would finally occasion some seri- her.
The others railed her, but she put
ous rivalry or elopement, or break someoff their jests lightly, and was none the
body’s heart, aud so give the material fora worse for them. Poor David did not adstory. But tor several months she pursued dress her ; he could hardly summon courage
the even tenor of her pretty
way aud to approach her when necessary; and it
brought no one to grief, aud I began to was altogether beyond his plain, passionthink no one was going to break his heart
ate heart to disguise his sensitiveness in refor her, after all, and that the beauty of the
gard to her presence.
boarding house would not furnish me with
He would turn pale every time she spoke
a story.
to him, aud once, when he
brought her a
There were four young men in the house.
chair in an awkward hurry, I saw him tremCharley Childs, Fred Grove, Leonard Mar- ble like a leaf under her beautiful blue
tin and Dick Manchester—all bright, agreeeyes. They were together that evening,
able, marriageable young men—and all ad- with three or four others in the
parlor.
mirers of Florence Castleton. Finally there
,Miss Castleton,’ one said who idolized
was another, but he was too
and
bashplain
Florence for her beauty, after the manner
ful to be admitted to the elegant ranks of
of school girls, ‘your eyes are just the colMiss Castleton’s galaxy ol beaux, aud not
or of the water off Half-Moon
Beach, where
one thought of his
being any one’s lover. I saw it last summer.’
His name was David Atwood. He was a
Miss Castleton laughed.
book-keeper, was plain in dress, and evi‘They are like the summer skies,’ said
The Beauty’s Choice.
BY

ESTHER S. KENNETH.

in the country who get a load at a time,
which cramp and contract the chest, as I pie
dently straightened means. He had one
and cut a tew sticks at a lime, just as necessi- of the smallest of Mrs.
j
;ii shoemakers,
Hawley’s side rooms,
seamstresses, students,
ty demands. Aud many a time, while perform- spent all his days and most ol his
evenings
rks.Ac.; those which expose to cold and
; mg other services lor sucli families, we have
in the otlice where he was
employed, never
imp ? tfose which fail to supply good air freccut their wood, aud, when the supply failed, went to theatres or to the
these are among its fruitful causes.
opera, and posj
have got the neighbors to furnish some. The sessed not the slightest
style ot manner.
Waul ol Sunlight, ol 1’ure Hr, of Good Food j
reason given for this slackness is, they are too
Yet I noticed him from the first, as havuni Proper Digestion, our author finds great
to get a year’s supply ahead.
Of
course ing a face of great sense and kindness—a
poor
in the production of this disease.
•iicii
For if there is oue road more than face pleasant to see, having so much seriare.
It
remark.-, on “sunlight," as a preventive they
another,
straight to poverty, aud all its ousness and strength with its youth. Yet
leading
itn’ miet ol disease, should be read and treatit is this slip-shod, out-of-season way of it was very plain—the thin light hair fall•■
’thus saith the l ord" by every house- woes,
See.
Just when time is most ing lankly about a large, pale forehead, the
u ».-i
the laud.
Tor who Joes not see, right doing tilings!
precious, and for the whole year will not re- eye-brows being almost imperceptible, the
their eyes, every flower ami
vegetable
turn,—when the fences are to be made or mend- eyes of a light-yellowish grey, the nose and
■’ ken and die when uoi
exposed, more or less,
mouth large, and a characteristic blush rised; the planting and sowing to be done; haytired sunlight\ et in most
homes, with
ing aud paling continually. His smile was
and
a
i
iug
harvesting
hurrying
you
ou,
day
every
at cure ire its
life-giving beams shut out
sweet aud pleasant; he looked good ; and
n
the human being,—of mare value than week, oue-sixth of the whole, must be lost in
many a time have 1 turned from the shalthis untimely
getting something to burn.’’ low
my vegetables, and needing those beams still
brilliancy of Fred Grove and the ratAnd
lroiu long observation, such an unerring
•uoiv than they.
/Slice yme carpets and furniture
ol Dick Manchester to observe
index have we found this of the pecuniary con- tling gayety
11
ii'fttr ltj‘‘ this is the terrible price you
David Atwood, quietly reading, with a sendition
of
the
that
we would seriously
people,
Aud not less essential are pure air, and
lei. 1
sation of relief that there was yet some
reccommend as a guide to assessors of taxes;
plain, substantial food,—such as the open Uresound sense aud real worth left in the world.
to
take
the
valuation of property” by the
u c, and “the
The others laughed at him—he was so
homely fare" of the last gensi/,e aud condition of the wood pile. If they
eration afi’orded.
Am
the cll'ort is to have ;
shy, and awkward, and bashful. Aud Flora year’s supply, well cut, and handsomely
!
tind
ence Castleton often joined the
atr-tight house.-; and ii. by chance, abreulhof
laugh silverwhat is the very best way, have
pure air steals in, to have it instantly poisoned piled up, or,
ly ; yet uo one offered him any disrespect.
it seasoning under cover in a well-ventilated
by noxious gases from close stoves and furIndeed they all acknowledged him to be ‘a
naces.
Is it strange, under such circuin- building, they are No. 1, and always will be in
good young man but so homely and awklances, ii' consumption is both on lie Increase, property matters; aud so on, the valuation w ard!’
uni is incurable?
dwindling as the pile does, down to a few
Florence Castleton had a pretty voice lor
■Consumption literally means a want of straggling sticks, and to none at all. Greatly singing, and used to play upon a guitar, a
do we desire the prosperity of all our readers, beautilul one inlaid with
proper nutrition.” Whatever, therefore, whethpearl, which her
and of everybody; and so in this plain way
er want or fashion, withholds
food
from
guardian had given her. One evening after
proper
the system is among its great causes.
Dad point out this had leak in the fortunes of many David Atwood had been at the bouse
'read and worse butter; two or three kinds of families. While unavoidable misfortunes as- about six weeks, she brought it down to
The young men gathered to sing
rich akes and pies at the same meal—all eaten sail, these remarks do not apply; but with play.
Leonard Martin sang very well,,
on the run, without proper mastication,—al. thousands it is an error without excuse, aud with her.
While
And if there and Charley Childs sang better.
these indigestioi -producing agencies, Dr. D. disastrous in its consequences.
places high among the causes of this destroy- ! any who have neglected this important work, they were engaged in singing, David AtA not less one is
er
| now, in these bright, uneasy days of waning wood came in.
He slipped into a corner aud sat down in
“Insufficient or imperfect clothing.”
The winter, is the lit and only time to do it; therehis shy way, and was unnoticed until Dick
tight lacing and thin shoes of a few years ago by securing not only the profit it brings, but
were fearful influences; and to-day, the insuffi- oue, also, that is not less—greater activity, and Manchester, who was restless for mischief,
called out—
cient clothing of young ladies returning, the more system in doing things.
‘Mr Atwood, won’t you come and
blood all aglow, from the excitement of the
sing
with
us?’
TO
KEEP NII.V ■:» WAKE 1'IIOH T A Itball-room, sends how many to the consumpXIHHIXQ.
Every one looked at Atwood, I expecttive’s grave. Aud, we will add, the reckless
ed
to see him blush and stammer, and murthat
the
air and moisture
Many complain
v.iy in which older women, in putting out
causes their silver ware to tarnish, which is a mur an inaudible reply, but a new expresall
with
itlies, expose themselves,
reeking
sion had come upon his lace since he had
the heat and steam of the wash-room, sends true oxidation, or rust. This evil may be
avoided, a good house keeper informs us, by entered the room.
iiuntless numbers to the same end.
‘I do not sing,’ he said quietly.
uur bad system of education ; school houses | keeping each piece separately in a cotton flan‘Not play?’ asked Dick.
nel
tied
as
as
bag,
up
aud
heated
worse
air-tight
possible.
badly
ventilated; few, if any,
‘Only
upon the violin.’
cleans for securing that highest aud best idea
Florence was mumming her guitar careVALUE or CHEESE.
a
•>e
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■
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all education—a sound mind in

asoundbody;

We cut from the Utica Herald the following lessly.
inis, aud Mental Emotions and Depressing Pas‘Won’t Mr. Atwood let us hear him play
sions are among the last, but not least, causes remarks on this subject, by Hon. Horatio Seyhis violin?’ asked Dick, glancing slyupon
which Prof. 15. assigns for consumption. While mour, President of the American Dairymen’s
ly at Martin as if he was starting game. I
a
tiiiuka, umlor certain conditions, the tem- Association :
awaited Atwood’s answer with a certain de“Cheese should be used more for food in this
perate use of ardent spirits may sometimes be
of interest.
gree
beuetloial,—“the abuse of liquor—the yood run country; it was wise to do so on account of a
‘I have not used my violin since I came
■■“'t l”—over
stimulating and otherwise derang- matter of economy. Cheese has been used in here. I will
unpack it, if none of the strings
ing the internal organs, is a frequent cause of all the world’s history. The American people are broken I will
play,’ said Atwood ; and he
consumption, as are all the passions, both of lost the habit and skill when they first came rose
and went out of the room.
quietly
body and mind, when unduly aroused aud in- here; pork and otiier animal food could then
‘How could you say that, Dick? He
be easily produced, and thus we lost the habit
dulged.
probably
plays execrably,’ said Miss JeaSo, for eradicating, or even lessening, con- of eating cheese. It was a great cost to cook nette
Manchester, Dick’s sister.
sumption, Dr. Bowditch insists the true means animal food; there was a great waste in the
‘I never knew a country bumpkin who
and the poor of our people always pay
are avoiding these causes of it.
Select dry same,
hadn’t a fantasy for a fiddle,’ said Martin.
the highest price for th« poorest food. If they
sites for towns and dwellings, and make these
would eat cheese it would costless; cost noth- ‘There, he’s coming back ! Now if any one
drier by good drainage. Erect the tenements ing to cook and there was no waste in the has fastidious musical
sensibilities, I’d adwith good open chimneys and
iire-places, aud same. He thought the American dairymen vise him to decamp.’
could look forward to an increased home marall the means for
‘I shall stay,’ answered Dick.
perfect ventilation ; free sun- ket. Cheese
was decidedly the cheapest artishine to be let iu, and so not too much
‘We’ll all stay and see the fun,’ said
dark cle of food, and it would not
down in price.
go
and lamp
shrubbery near; frequent bathing; It was a cheap necessity and not a cheap lux- Grover, sitting down by Miss Castleton.
suitable clothing;
David came in. I began to understand
proper exercise, avoiding ury as was generally thought. He hoped some
steps would be taken to Impress the importance what was
both over aud under
action; for the body aud of
coming as he bent his head over
using cheese upon our people. Pork was the
the mind, according to their
violin and drew the bow lightly across
age and condition, distrusted and justly too. We should call
upon
the right nourishment.
the strings. In a moment he glided softly
our government to make cheese one of the rations of the army.
Our armies could have into an air of Verdi’s so light and graceful
been more easily supplied with cheese than
A FAMILY’S SOAP FOH
that it was like the fall of sea spray. EveilniHUG.
with pork. Cheese could be easily carried; it
and ear was given in wrapt attenNature lias so kindly ordered things that would keep; it was a condensed
article; it ry eye
there needs be no waste; that what is a refuse to could be carried on horseback and military men tion ; some in delight, some in troubled
had said it would have been an excellent
thing. doubt, as if they could not believe their own
one thing becomes an clement of, and a useful
Such a consumption of cheese would create a
some in
splean or envy, and all in
thing to, another. Thus various materials, both new market. He suggested that some resolu- senses,
amazement. Astonishment was the
prevailanimal and mineral, no longer needed by the tions upon the subject should be passed and the
emotion.
living animal, are thrown out by it, and be- I question of supplying the poor with cheese be ing
When he finished the opera air, he askurged upon the authorities.”
come highly useful to
life. It is so with
the

plant
homely compound sailed

ed—

soap; so useful in
‘Is there any tune you would
MINCE PIES.
particularly
the wants of man—“ cleanliness
being next to
Eight pounds of apples, four pounds of beef, like ?’ and he glanced toward the side of the
Godliness,” according to Wesley. When it has boiled tender, a pound and a quarter of suet, room where Florence Castleton
sat, rather
served its first purposes, its usefulness has two pounds of sugar, half a
gallon of cider, or than at Dick and Martin.
scarcely begun; for, containing abundantly Madeira wine, a wine glass of brandy, one nut‘Will you play the ‘Phantom Chorus’
two ounces of

those
w

substances found in its grease and

hich all vegetables require, it is
ready

could

readily imagine.
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of the ueighborhood is
Jouas Brooks—'a thoroughgoing backwoodsman, a terror to all sorts of “varmiut”
that prowl about that part of the country,,
aud
particularly to wild cats of which he has
killed immeuso numbers, so many that he is
known everywhere about the region by the
sobriquet of “Jonas Brooks, the Wildcat
Killer of Eden.” His various
exploits aud
adventures in that line, if properly writteu

portance.
,

as one

of the celebrities

meg,

potash, cloves,
through pounds

cinnamon,

once

ounce

of

pound of citron, two from Faust?’ asked Florence, quickly; and
of raisins, chop all fine and mix well.
the mild, sweet tones came forth
obediently,
a

quarter of

a

i if lie does play beautifully

It hollow
super-structure, of great thickness
and strength, but tapering upward inside
passion
gratitude,
her that he loved her, and there was a pretty the lines of his foundation.
state of affairs for that aristocratic Grey, who
If anybody washes to read a “romance
| was more than half in love with Florence him- of real life,” let him peruse Smeaton’s
self, I believe. But they say that Florence “Narrative of the
building of Eddystone
said to him, “Dear guardian, remember my
and lie will see how mau al- up, would make a book of thrilling interest,
mother,” and he gave her right up, and let her Lighthouse,”
marry Atwood. I wasn’t at the wedding; she so learns to make “even the wildest waves a worthy companion to “Turn Quick, the
was married at the Greys’
country seat, and obey him.” It is remarkable that the form Indian Slayer.”
they say the bride wore blue larkspur in her selected
Some few weeks ago Jones espied one of
by the renowned engineer for his
hair.
Horrid ta ste, etc, etc.
sea-tower, as being nature’s owu idea of these hated teiiues, while goiug through a
‘J. Manchester’
solidity in vertical erections, is nearly iden- piece of woods, aud, true to his instinct,
I smiled. I was very glad.
tical with the symbol used in the Egyptian he made after the animal, without stopping
hieroglyphics for “strength.” The priest to consider that he was uuarmed—not even
Eddystone.
represented that notion by the figure of an having a jack-kuife about him. He followTHE HISTORY AND ROMANCE OF THE LIGHT- obelisk almost precisely resembling the out- ed it until it retreated to a sort of caveru in
lines ol Smeaton’s light-house ; aud a hun- the rocks, where Jouas made up Ins miud
HOUSE.
dred years of weather have proved that to “go iu” aud capture the “varmint.” So.
A report was current on the evening of
they aud the engineers knew what they pickiug up a tough hickory club, he proceedWednesday that the Eddystone Lighthouse were about. The
light burned for the first ed to enter the cave. After passiug the en
had been swept away by the storm. The
time upon the new building in October, trauce, to his surprise he found qu te a lofty
light-keepers, it was added, had been drown- 1759 ; it burns now, all safely; aud it is caveru, extending back some thirty feet,
ed, a piece of unnecessary detail; since, if
to burn through many a
stormy win- aud iu the furthest extremity glowed not
the news had been true that the waves had likely
ter to come.
only oue, but half a duzeu pairs ot teroeidashed down the beautiful and proud structAud if we uu land have almost affection ous eyes which betokeued warm work tor
ure of Smeaton,
they would have made short for these sturdy turrets erected in the defi- aay intruder'.
Jouti^ i*as undoubtedly
work of the poor creatures living in the
ance of the strongest forces of nature, -to “nomethiu’ took back,” as be expressed it,
desolate sea-tower. “Eddystone Lighthouse
save life and property, aud to light the mar- at the sight ot so mauy glistening eyes fixdown?” people said, one to others ; “could
iner toward his home, what must sailors ed upou him, but as it was not iu his uature
such an event happen? Is it not the ‘house
feel ? A landsman can scarcely realize the to retreat under any circumstances, be caubuilt upon the rock," against which the
of these friendly lights. He knows tiously advanced into the cave.
winds may roar and the waves beat till the blessings
He soou discovered that lie hud walked
that they save life.
Firm as Smeaton’s
stones wear out, but, till they wear out, no
tower is the huge erection shudders in the into a leal litter of wildcats—two old ones
storm can lay low?” Yet who knows the
shock of such a tempest as has lately rag- and four joung oues—and about the time
power of an Atlautic roller, driven by the ed ; the winds howl iike maddened devils he I ad
got through euuutiug them the Ingfierce “sou’-wester ?”
Throwupon its head, while the big waves burst est one of the six "went for him.”
A New York steamship, the Pereire, put
upon it sides, aud fling their sheets of greeu tug himself back iu au augle of the cavern,
out from Havre a short time ago to cross the
aud white right over the gallery aud lantern. the herculean backwoodsman met (he feroocean for America.
She was as powerful
Strange
sights aud sounds are the recreatiou cious monster with a well swung blow of
and handsome a ship as could float, and oue
of those hermits of the tower—the storm- Ins cudgel, which rather “wilted” the auiof the quickest among ocean-going steamers.
torn craft driving wildly past—the laud birds mal lor a moineut ; but before Jonas lntd
Yet, four days out, she rau her nose uuder dashing in the darkness
against the glass of time fairly to recover himself from the first
a huge roller,
piled up by the gale, and sev- the light—aud sea-wrack, mingled some onslaught, the other old cat made a dive at
en huudred tons of water, it is estimated,
times with dead bodies, flung against their him, catching on his right arm and shouldin oue ugly gray avalanche of furious spume
er and almost
water-stairs.
rendering him powerless, so
and swirl, broke upon her deck—crushiug
It is not for a little that men are found terrible was the grip of the monster’s clan s.
everything flat to the plunking, breaking to live in the dismal solitude of such a place With his left hand, however, Jouas grasped
the backs of passengers, and with the blow
as the rooms under the
Eddystoue lamp. the throat of the auimal, and after a desperof that one billow completely disabling the
Two watchers used to keep this melancho- ate struggle succeeded iu shakiug him off.
ship. It was asked whether, perchance, ly but useful garrison ; but one died, aud Jouas uow thought that discretion iu such a
some such vast mass of the sea,
driving up the other was forced to live with the corpse case might be the “better part of valor,”
with the storm, and falling in the full pow- till
the relief arrived, lest he should he ac- and accordingly begau to consider the chaner of its impulse
upon the lighthouse, had cused of murder.
Since that time three ces in his mind “iu about the millionth part
crushed and annihilated it.
In that case
have always occupied the house. The sailor of a second,” he said, and came to the conhow sad the fate of the poor light-trimmers,
blest knows how well worth paiDS aud cost clusion that it wouldn’t do tor him to leave
swept into death beyoud all chance of escapo the trouble ard scrupulous attention are. the little angle in which he was so well postor even
knowledge of their doom !
Each sunset finds the patient keepers care- ed.
No need to tell us that the three men ful
Both of the old wildcats, meanwhile,
trimming the light aud setting the polishwere gone, if the lighthouse was no more ;
ed reflectors, and not for a moment is that were lashed into a state of the most iuteuse
their lives would be mere bubbles in the brilliant
ferocity, their eyes glaring like coals of lire,
glare allowed to relax.
crash—oue moment prolonged, and the next
The light-keeper can uot see what help and their hair literally standing on end.
Charley Childs.
‘I swear that they are just like the bind- extinguished in the rush of the fierce wa- he gives ; his business is to
guard the bright And to add to Jonas’s discomfiture, the
ing of ‘Owen, Meredith,’ iu Blue aud gold,’ ters over the leveled tower. Aud then monitory gleam. But, far away from his four young ones—which, although only
said Dick Manchester.
thoughts arose of the peril which would en- rock, the blasted mariuer, anxious and in “kittens,” were not exactly of the kind
sue to homeward bound vessels.
Every doubt, suddenly “makes out the Eddystoue.” which a lady would like to hold in her lap
‘Aud what is your comparison, Mr. Atto exhibit symptoms ot joining in
wood?' said Florence, looking archly at captain coming up the channel is used to Some keen
eye forward or aloft catches the —began
make out the fixed white light of the EddyDavid.
over the dark waters, aud then the fight, just to “get their hands in,” as
tiny
spark
stone, it is as sure to be there, with its the lead-lino aud the fearful watch are no Jonas naively told our iutormaut. This was
His answer was involuntary.
friendly
gleam, he thinks, as the white cliffs more wanted. “So shines,” as Shakspeare a situation. Jonas began to think this would
are
like
the
blue
which
‘They
larkspur
and green meadows of “home” beyond.
be Iiis last fight with wildcats, and the wildused to grow in my mother’s garden.’
says, “a good deed in a naughty world.”
Florence blushed ; it was the only time 1 Once inside the Lizard Point, the master’s A good and brave deed it was to plant the cats would probably have the extreme felicorder is to
a look-out for the Eddyhad ever seen her blush.
cross of help upon the ugly Channel-rock, ity of eating Jonas Brooks for their supper.
Looking up, she stone and“keep it is
when
seen “home” is as
met
the
of
her
as Wiustanley first did, and as Smeaton All these thoughts of course passed through
suddeuly
eyes
guardian,
Mr. Grey, who was present. Rising quick- good as reached. The pilot presently comes after him succeeded in
doing, with a work Jonas’s mind, while the animals were for a
ly, she went to the piano and seating her- out, and the ship’s voyage is all but over. which many such gales as this sou’-wester moment kept at bay by the lively niotious of
If the lighthouse were really goue, we
self played a light air.
will leave Safe and sound—the monument his hickory cudgel.
Only tor a moment,
That night a clang of fire-bells awoke might hear next that a great ship with her of man’s
as his
however,
better
of
man’s
antagonist
again took the
still,
audacity, and,
I lay unaffected for a moment, until crew and cargo had gone bodily upon the brotherhood.
in au attack, and
me.
although she met with a
[English
Paper.
I suddeuly perceived the odor of smoke. dreadful stone, at the very moment when
sharp blow of the cudgel, the whole litter
The hall was filled with smoke, and there the mariners were wondering why they did
followed iu such quick succession that JoA
Few
that Are to Be.
Things
Bewas confusion iu the house.
uas was unable to
The cry of not make out the weil-known beacou.
keep them off. And now
the
of
fore
the
Journal
bears the
imprint
It would have to bo built up again, too,
‘Fire ! Fire !’ arose.
eusued a struggle which it is useless to atof
date
science
and
art
will
have
so
1900,
I flung on a wrapper, drew on slippers, at a heavy cost, and with an interval of long
to
portray.
advanced as to have effected complete rev- tempt
and commenced putting my most valuable delay and danger ; for even with modern
The furious animals clawed into Jouas in
in many of the industrial processolutions
While I was appliances, it would be no small task to riwhile he made almost superpapers into my writing desk.
es and methods of securing health, comfort every quarter,
human efforts to tear them off—kuuckuig
doing this there came a quick step on the val Smeaton, and place another Pharos up- and convenience to the human race.
about right and left with his club, as well
landing. I opened my door again, and saw on the desolate, perilous crag. All these
Vast gas-mauufactories will be found in
for the first time that the doors of all the gloomy thoughts were happily brought to
as be was able, and
clutehiug them by the
all the great cities and towns, in which the
other chambers were open and the occupants an end by the welcome news that the lightthroats with his left hand when be got u
be
invisible
will
manufactured
ageut
solely chance.
house was as safe as ever.
The thick
It was a servant.
had fled.
Luckily Jouas was arrayed iu a
for the purpose of cookiug the food anil
suit ot homespun, instead of “shoddy.,7
‘Oh, come down, for Heaven’s sake !’ weather of the tempest had obscured the
good
the
of
the
inhabitants.
dwellings
cried she. ‘The back part of the house is gleam, and some Plymouth bound vessel, warmiug
or he wuiild have been
stripped to the situ,
These works will be independent of those
we suppose, failing to make it out in the
afire from cellar to roof, inside !’
iu no time.
The fight was a fierce and liveestablished
for
It
making illuminating ga~.
There were doors iu the halls shutting sea drift, had come into port with the notion
one for a time, as can
readiiy be imagiuwill not be necessary to purify the fuel gas ly
off all the back part of the house from the that it was gone.
ed.
Yesterday morning, how- so
Jouas was fighting tor Ins file, howevand
it
iu
most places, be made j
will,
fully,
front.
ever, the light was made out well enough
and soou succeeded iu pulling me yuuug
from wood. The cost will be so low, aud er,
‘Are all out: 1 asked, flinging a cloak from the breakwater, and we may trust that
cals hors du conbat,
by cracking ttieiu judithe couveuieuce so great, other kinds ot
over the heads.
His bio vs up*-u the
arpund me, and taking up my precious no gale, for many a long year to come, will fuel
ciously
be
iu
a
will,
dispensed
large measure,
writing desk, ‘Miss Forbes, Mr. and Mrs. shake down one of the noblest works creat- with. No ashes, no smoke, no dust—what old ones also began to tell, and alter it last
in which one ot them
Blake, Miss Houston and Miss Castleton ?’ ed by man.
At that desperate struggle,
There seems no reason, indeed, why the a glorious realization this will be
said I, as I went through the smoky hall.
a finishing blow, the other retreated to
got
the air, the earth, aud ihe sea will be
‘God have mercy !’ cried the Irish girl, Eddystone Lighthouse should not stand as time,
the back ot the cave, where Jouas
proceedfull of conducting wires, aud electric cur‘but I dont think Miss Castleton is out! I’ve long as Pharos at Alexandria, which lasted
ed to go lor hiui also, leaving Jouus "masrents will flow constantly in every direction
from
B.
D.
1303
that
C.
470
to
A.
not seen her.
; almost,
O ! what’ll I do ?’
ter ot the situation.’
Au inventory ot our
order of things will prevail iu our
The fa- A new
Just then a figure came leaping up the is to say, for two thousand years.
hero’s wardrobe, taken after the light. exThe
click
ot
the
telegraph hibited one
mous Pharos, it is true, had no such sea to post-offices.
stairs.
suspender, about hail a vest, one
instrument will be heard, instead ol the
‘Go down !’ he cried out to me as he withstand as that which rages many times
ot a pantaloon, no shirt to speak of ami
leg
of
lock
which
the
the
closes
wide
up
in the year around the base and over the soap
j a pair of hoots that wouldn't “shed a heavy
sprang past me.
But the chan- mouths of the mail-bags. The small sum dew,” as Jouas
He flung open the door between the two sides of Smeatou’s tower.
expressed it. fits whole
of
ten cents (perilous less) will place corand limbs were frightfully lacerated,
halls, a volley of smoke poured out, and I nel beacon was built to fight the billows,
body
in iu.-haut communication with
retreated.
It was David Atwood. I knew and it. has been the model of all the light respondents
and the blood lanly ran from his wouuds.
each other, no matter how widely they may
towers
the
modern
world.
The
in
that
he
had gone for Florence,
light
which, Jouas tied the. tads
instinctively
Although the industrial arts Notwithstanding
houses of the Bell Rock, the Skerry Yore’ be separated.
and that she would
ot the six wildcats together, aud
immediately be safe.
swinging
steamwill
less
have
enormously increased,
Down the stairs the people were carrying Bishop’s Rock, the Brehat, Barfleur, and
them around his neck, he walked home
or
will be employed.
Electrical
power
were
fashioned
after
the
exout furniture, aud the
with ins trophies.
greatest confusion many others,
some other of the hidden forces of nature
and consternation, mingled with much ac- ample of this solid and perfect piece ol conto
the
primary moving
The waves themselves taught will be harnessed
tive energy, pervaded.
The fire engiues struction.
Lightning as a Detective. A great
Smeaton
bow to build, for they let nothing wheels of the great manufacturing estabwere coming
and
a
crowd
were
curious tales arc related of extraorrapidly up,
many
no
and
smoke
and
will
lishments,
vapor
ol the electric force in
gathering. I was preparing to go across but the firmest work remain on that lashed
mark
their
location
to the distant dinary interposition
longer
the street to the house of a friend, finding and lonely rock.
some of the most striking dramas of hutraveller.
that I could be of uo assistance, when my
Everybody knows the story of the place, I Tlie sick will Dot be
man life.
gives an account of the
required to swallow chief of a Arago
attention was attracted by the form of Mr. how treacherous and deadly it was, lying j
baud of brigauds being struck
Remedies
doses of medicine.
disgusting
Grey rushing into the hall, at the same in- under water right in the fairway of the will be administered through other avenues down iu the court-yard of a prisou iu Bastaut that Mrs. Blake put her baby into channel, till Wiustanley, the mercer, first
iu the midst of his comrades.
He
than the stomach.
Chemistry will have varia,
was seated on the pavement, or on a stone,
my arms for safe keeping, while she wrap- lighted the reef. Miss Ingelow has told, in eliminated the
trorn
active
vital,
principles
how
the
good haberdasher, all curative
ped two little shivering forms in shawls charming verse,
being fastened by au iron chaiu to a fixed
agents ; and through the celluor staple, his
preparatory to putting them into a carriage sad at the loss of more thau one of his ven- lar sub-cutaneous
ring
companions, bound iu a
and
other
by
coverings,
tures upon the Eddystone, vowed that no
for a frined’s house.
similar
The electric
manner, around him.
at present closed doors of access, the influMr. Grey caught the arm of Mrs. Hawley more lives and vessels should not be cast
controlled probably in some degree
ence of therapeutic agents will be brought charge,
as she flew down the stairway, with a
pile away upon that rock if he could help it. to bear directly upon diseased parts. Ligli. by the chaiu and the iron fixture to which
of valuable clothing.
People laughed at him for his courage and will be let in
it was attached, passed through the body of
upon nearly all the organs of
‘Miss Castleton ! Mrs. Hawley, where is humanity; but he stuck to Ins purpose.
the
chief and instantly killed him. His
the
the body, so that
physician can observe
After many failures he got his piles and
she ?’ he cried.
of the natural
the
extent and nature of disease, and no comrades, knowiug nothing
‘I don’t know ! I don’t know !’ she ex- cross-beams fixed upon the reef, and hoisted
this
natural
laws
which
is conby
agency
be
to
compelled
diaguose in the
claimed despairingly. ‘Some one went for the first light over it. Thus many a life longer
trolled, were struck with consternation, bedark.
was preserved; but at length the channel
her, I have not seen—’
The publishers of this and other journals lieving that the lightning had intelligently
Mr. Grey interrupted her with an oath, billows rose and swept the timber-stuff all
will perhaps be able to issue simultaneous selected their ringleader, by the special
iu retribution for his
sprung to the stairs, but at that instant the away November, 1703.
editions in all the great central cities of the judgment of Heaven,
Next, Redyard tried his hand, and rearIn this case, and indeed, in many
figure of David Atwood emerged from the
crimes.
A knowledge of practical science
smoke on the stairway, with the senseless ed a strong tower, solid and well plauued country.
as this, the body of the
brigaud
will be more generally diffused among the such cases
form of Florence Castleton in his arms. enough ; but in this case fire did what wawas so situated as to form part of a chaiu
and improving the masses,
people,
elevating
ter
failed
to
She had apparently fainted with the fright,
effect, and the building was
of communication well adapted for the elecburned down. Smeaton was then called and consequently rendering them happier,
or had been
overpowered by the smoke.
tricity to pursue in its passage from the atand
the
duties
healthier and better fitted for
She was half dressed ! her beautiful gold- upon to set up something which neither wato the ground.
It is always dan[Boston Journal mosphere
responsibilities of life.
en hair
swept over David’s arm, the white ter nor fire should be able to destroy ; and of
gerous in a thuuder shower to be so situated
Chemistry.
unconscious face was clasped to his breast. he went, as wise engineers should do, to naiu relation to surrounding bodies that are
He
saw how the bole of an oak tree
ture.
into
carried
out
the
her
and
she
They
air,
good conductors as to form with them a
soon revived, and was carried to the hotel holds up its gigantic mass against the tierceS. C. Hall related the following anecdote channel for the
passage of the force.
[Jaest winds, although they lay hold of its at the dinner-table of a distinguished poet
where Mr. Grey resided.
cob Abbott, in Harper’s Magazine.
The fire was finally extinguished, but the green and spreading head, and beud its in London :
“A worldling was once visitThe knitted roots and thick ed, iu his illness, by a well-meaning but dolhonse was very much injured, and rendered vast limbs.
Professor Bickmore, iu his “Travels in
untenantable until repaired. It was spring base keep the forest monarch firm; and orous clergyman, who disfigured his coun- the East Indian
Archipelago,” relates a long
j
and I went out of town, but that summer I Smeaton resolved to make a sea-oak tree tenance and wore a face of perpetual mournto the interior of the island of Pareceived the following letter from Jeauette of his lighthouse. Broad at the base, and ing. As his sad visage appeared in the daug, where lived a tribe of cannibals known
solid as the rock on which they stood, with doorway, the sick man started up ai.d ex- as the Battas. Singular enough, this
Manchester:
peo‘My Dearest Esther:—I’ve such news to their stones bound together and inter-knit- claimed: “Why! what’s the matter? You ple are so far civilized as to have iuvented
tell you! Elorence Castleton has married the ted like the fibre of the tree, he laid his look as if yonr religion didn’t agree with an
alphabet, and yet their fondness for huhorrid, awkward David Atwood, who is a fright, lower courses. Upon these he raised his
man tlesh is unconquerable.
you 1”
on

the violin.

that he saved her from the Are,
j seems
went into a
and
of

and she
he told
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the Tenure of office Law be-
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under consideration, Senator Sprague
Rochefoucauld’s maxim, “nothing succeeds ing
’.ike success,’’ though false as to many things, j of Rhode Island made the following re-

to war and the generalship that leads
The man who puts ten thousands to flight
with a hundred thousand achieves a renown I
which will be sought in vain by the gallant but
unsuccessful resistance of ten thousand against,
a hundred thousand; and while the people arc j
great fools to furnish the raw material for bat-'
1
!(*, there must come out of every war between
thirty millions of people and ten millions one
>

true as

3cmmal.

liqntblkmi

Sprague.
On the 14th, in the United States Senate,
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marks :

ty stiff-necked and defiant, and is freely accused by the radicals of the lower house
of endeavoring to absorb the appointing
which by the Constitution belongs
, power,
to the executive.
It is ludicrous for the Democracy to witness the Tantalus situation of the office-

A Spiritual Commotion. Raid of the broomsticks ami black cats will be drowned
Unbelievers.
The
Manifestations for
dealings with Satan. And wo trust
Pronounced a Humbug.
A Rival
there will be no more spiritual mediums
Medium.

j

We don’t know what next will happen visit us at present. We shouldn’t want to
iu the hall above our office.
After the war guarantee the safety even of the woman of
of the velocipedes was over, and iu the rat- Endor, who raised the spirit of the dead
ification of the
of
that follow- Samuel before the awestruck Saul.
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There is

1

Somerset

a hopeful
County.

revival o!

The Bath Times says
ol Richmond, has been
Vera Cruz.

religiou

in

Captain If. \V. Herbert
appointed Consul to

treaty
peace
The latest sensation in Portland is two woH. SIMPSON.
A few days ago he had expressed
opinion
of
seekers, who lick their chops at the
between the high coned, it was
men who straddle velocipedes.
that the Senate because of the preponderance
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
Letter from Boston
the rich feast from which they are barred
in it ol men of one profession Llawyars] was
Johnson's
Ex-President
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2,00 a year;'
was
tracting parties that no like noisy demonCorrespondence ot the Journal.
paralysis
not a body fit to exercise control over the Pres- within the year, $2,50; at the expiration of the year; $3,00.
whether the strations should iu
this fight over the
about by a complication of diseases.
brought
by
future
be
one square, (one inch ot
For
Si
Patrick'*
liar.
M
omen
Terms.
officers
in
Advertising
Pul»lic.
Tin*
permitted.
ident in appointing and removing public
weeks, and 25 cents for fodder shall be
with a shovel or The landlord assured us that the hall had ttreat Ylusicui tV*(ival. Ka*ter Muiida.T. He had at Washington violent vertigo, stone
length in column,) $1,25 for three
but in expressing that opinion he had carefully each
A fraction of a square
in the bladder, constant neuralgia in the nerves
subsequent insertion.
The
Senindividuals.
to
avoided reference
any
moral spec- been let to the
As an
a
charged as a full one.
Bosrov, March ”S. iseo.
running along over the eves—all of which were
whose
visitations
had
spirits,
however
(Mr. Nye,)
ir
more “great generals.”
Especially must ator from Nevada,
Si. Patrick's day, which the loyal Hibernians a daily sou re.- of acute and prolonged pain.
de- tacle, the
and
Guardians
is
beat.
to
EXECUTORS
hard
attack
hima
ADMINISTRATORS,
upon
would be
personal
this be the case iu struggles which, like that j seen 111 to reply by
peaceful and soothing.
their advertisements published in the Journal, will
between the North and South, after victory self, and had succeeded in getting on his side siring so state to the Court, as all advertising not so diP. S.
Since the above was iu type the And this was the case with the manifesta- love to celebrate iu their own way, as we l“u-: Pennsylvania has ratitled the new amendplease
of
and
of
some
his
the
of
galleries
had fluctuated from side to side for three years the laughter
ritans revere the birthday of the great and moot to the Constitution, and the radicals of
rected is withheld lrom this paper.
House has appointed a Committee of Con- tions
1
Mr. Reed, which were described
dually became a question of arithmetic, and ; fellow Senators. This being so, he (Mr.
the State al! 'took something
W
({.
on the happy
was observed here as usual
good
iu
a
few
words
felt
was decided on the principles of “attrition."
justified addressing
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changed,
people
galleries.
Rut the time has passed, or else has not ar- i
Washburn of Wis., and Bingham of Ohio.
He has been sent as well as that to wffiich it is to go.
Last week we were absent, and returned paraded the streets iu throngs all day. enThe Atlantic telegraph rates will lie reduced
rived, for a criticism upon Gen. Grant’s conduct representatives of the American people.
than
clothed
were
better
that
observed
they
of the war. It is sufficient for us to know that
their unaccustomed liberty, and eager about ‘.0
of Butler Charimau, looks as on
S. M. Pettengill & Co., 6 State St., Boston, and The
per cent next June.
to find a high state of joying
their
whether
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more
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this
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advertisements
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Boston, authorized to receive
munity’. We can speak of nothing from streets, but the dauntless Hibernians turned ly observes
He will be no novelty "as all
•die popularity thus acquired to make hhn Presi- to judge for himself. He did not wonder that
I
1
The paper.
actual
dent—and keep itself in power. For four years the galleries laughed at his warning.
83* Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New York, J
but from various sources out iu full force, unmindful of the state of their the men steam there ”
them to make will receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowest
we shall have to deal with Grant the man and teaching of the past had educated
have gathered an account as nearly correct | new boots, and gave joy to the hearts of their
rates. Their orders will always receive prompt attention, j
iiangor is about to expend SoO.dOO for a new
Grant the President, but not with Grant the \ light ol serious things and had made them of a
A Cai.l ox a Mayor. In company with our
senseless
the
line
fflends
mil.
admiring
disposition.
by
appearance
frivolous,
thoughtless,
they
General.
friend, E. Stone Goodwin, Esq. we called last as possible. Miss Laura V. F.llis, a young
presented as they marched with such lofty
The caption of this letter expresses my esti- They reminded him of the idiotic inmate of the
Grant’s Significance.
Ten thousand dollars are to be expended in
of about 18 years, of very prepossesson Dr. N. B. Shurtlef!', Mayor of Boston,
week
at
all
who
laughed
warning
dwelling,
and
several
burning
mate of .Grant, formed
years ago,
bearing and dignified port that keeping step frescoing the new <'atholic church now bulldan
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Journal
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a
and
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de-'
we
Honor
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informed
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perished
when
North
never changed since—not even
by
impelled
her lather, became a matter of entire
ing appearance, accompanied
insignificance. Tiie ji itig at Lewiston.
He would nevertheless, repeat his warning. [
was delirious over that triumphant
article on the nomination of the ex-rebel sire to take by the hand a Democrat Mayor of;
“attrition”! The
a series of
on Wed- national color prevailed, nattering iu the breeze. I
A man iu New Bedford, in order to be enmismanthe
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of
manifestations,”
affairs
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|
being
country
to
which reduced Lee and his ragamuffins
capit-1
We found the Mayor at his office in
as that city.
on tiie wings of which came borne the inspir- tirely safe, put his barrel of ashes on the back
illation.
“Grant maybe a very great General,. aged and ruined by men of the class he had General Lougstreet to a lucrative office,
and
in the new City Hall Building, attending to the
The people of England
but he is a very small man.” He is capable of; spoken of before.
ing strains of tiie
followsWearing of the Green,’' door step. Nevertheless, it look tire and desThe feats to be
were
The
numerous calls and duties which pertain to that evenings.
u,ore petty malice and personal prejudice than j would not tolerate such a state of things.
“St. Patrick’s day iu the morning," and other troyed the house.
as
of General Lougstreet
The
of
the
affairs
controlled
men
who
appointment
England,
in find
true
of
great-1
and treating al! witti that consid- thus announced iu the handbills—
lodgment in the breast
beautiful airs dear to the Irish car
and Disraeli, were not lawyers; Surveyor at the Port of New Orleans Is au act high position,
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(irant has an idea of selecting his Indian
s, intellectual or moral; and when meu talk Gladstone
on the part of President eration and kindness which has made him one
of
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men
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significance
culture,
great
It is by no means a certain thing that women
they
fear
a
dictatorwith
and trembling of
military
from among the QuakerAgents
Let him try
He was kles, in a manner wherein she cannot release
Grant.
of the most popular men of the city.
Will ever march to the polls and cast tic r vole, some of the
hip, or a Cromwell or a Napoleon, I tell them stincts of statesmen, fit to control the destinies
office-holders -they quake
be
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wrists
will
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present
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He had felt deeply interestherself.
over
aud
a
us
the
there is perfect safety against Grant’s ambition of a great nation.
to
It
has
kind enough
That is true.
accompany
building. ;
siguiticauce,
but even now they are rapidly attaining a prom- as
badly as any body.
in
back, and then tied to a solid iron ring—her
Grant’s mediocrity. There is not a Napo- ed in the success of the republican party in the
sad oue, to a class of men among us. one of the most convenient, well arranged and neck securely fastened to tile back of the cabi-; inent position ou our lecture platforms Luereleon to the square mile of such men, nor a past and had contributed to it he thought, as very
farmers in Anson and vicinity who
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the
in
filled
with the net—her ankles tied and fastened to the floor; tia
edifices
country,
much in character and a good deal more iu mon- We meet
'romwell to fifty generations of them.
Mott, Mrs. Stanton, hYv. Olympia Brown. have held their
daily iu the streets those who elegant
crop of wool for two and lu
numerous offices, halls and records pertaining i and whilst In this helpless condition, musical Miss.
■Ex pede Herculem.” The ancients judged ey than other Senators; indeed, he believed
Dickenson, Mrs. liana ford, Mrs. E. D. some cases for three years, sold it last week
on the other side of the contest from
be played upon, furnishing
will
instruments
the stature of Hercules from the size of liis that bis contributions of the latter kind had fought
of
the affairs of a vast/
to the administration
Mrs. Julia Ward II >we and some oth- j tor about tlfty cents a pound.
music; knots tied and untied in all man- Cheney,
vet.
The moderns may judge of the intellect- been greater than those of all the other Sena- that
aud who
by Geu.
city, and crowned by the efficient electric tire- good
When the war broke upon tbe
ers, have certainly demonstrated that women
ner of forms about her person.
ual stature of Grant from the size of his ofti- tors combined.
Congressman Lynch is trying to get the
are qualified to till the offices in the gift of alarm, which Boston was the first city to adopt.
Mr. Ellis, the father of this young lady, will can both understand and discuss the
lal acts.
“God moves in a mysterious way people without warning and found them unpreCharlestown Navy Yard removed to lvittery
great
His wonders to perform;” but when He wishes pared he had been among the first to rush to Geu. Grant in this
Col. Mersey While the tendeucy of Boston is to become a pay your committee live hundred dollars if he questions of the day as well a« their sterner
Greenlanders, it is said, would drink sul
from tue cords and bandto develop a tanner into a Washington He im- the support of the government; but now there
and thoroughly Democratic city, will release this girl
A few years ago, outside of the so- Plmvir acid and
and
a
received
felt it his
disabling wound in permanently
cayenne peppier, and think it
ages with which slie is bound, without cutting brethren.
plants within him a soul above the avarice of was a great danger pending and he
that result is being assured aud hastened by
or untying the knots.
Still, some of these ciety of Quakers, whose female preachers have , very good gin
will carry to his
dollars—too big to sell Cabinet offices for duty to warn the people of it. He read a long Louisiana.
placing at the head of its municipal government manifestations will be done in one second. A always been famous, the engagenn nt ui a wohouses and lots, and quite above the exchange account of the character and career of the noi wo boys, ten and twelve years of
age, have
the marks of rebel bullets.
ol a Premier’s portfolio fora five thousand dol- torious Judge Jeffreys and of the condition of grave
a gentleman of the ability and high character stick, two feet long, will be thrown thirty feet
man in the ministry was an unheard of thing, been arrested for
breaking into the toll-house
j
from the cabinet door; a drum will be beat in a
r dinner.
Iu fact there is so much difference England in his time, which, he said, was very Beau
hurt
at Bull Run. There
a
severe
got
possessed by the present Mayor.
scientific maimer, a tamborine played, bells and so with the presence ot the gentler sex at j at Gardiner, and stealing money.
Engbetween Washington and Grant in this partic- like the condition at tiic present time.
who might be
in j
ular that I cannot but commend the reader to land at that time was just al ter a revolution, and are others of similar record,
ruug, &e., a Anger ring, placed in the girl's lap, public meetings and other convocations,
l’lie girls ot Northampton have been sendMen certainly work hard in this world to
the country was thrown under the control of
will be put on either of her lingers or thumbs,
a letter written by the former on the identical
the “Massachusetts CeutlncT noted with ; ing a bachelor editor a boquet ol tansy and
mentioned, but these will suffice for exam1789,
wrench their judgment aside from the conclu- that the audience are pleased to mention—like■abject, which forms such just ground of com- despotic power and Jeffreys was the eager inHe says he
don't
are
he'd
the presence of several ladies wormwood.
iu every
are
These
sions of truth aud justice.
When Presideut wise in her ear, mouth, or on the end of her great surprise
plaint against the latter One of the fiuest let- strument. Four years ago this country had ple.
rather smell that than matrimony.
Since that time
The rapidity with which these things in tiie galleries of the Federal .Stale House in
nose.
ters ever written by Washington was In denun- come out of a great civil war.
of
to
fill
the
local
Collectors,
Johnson was sworn Into office, he resolutely
positions
way
are done astonishes the beholder.
New York, where Congress was then in sesGeorge Gatlin, the explorer, Indian painter
ciution of the principle which guided Grant iu the great work of Congress had been, or should
Assessors, Postmaster, &c. Will they get declined the present of an elegant carriage of! lie selection of Stewart, Fish, Borie and Hoare. ; have been, to restore harmouy and prosperity
while to-day the female spectators on the | and philosopher, expresses a belief that a river
sion,
three
done
for
were
nil
These
carthings
When, a few years ago, in an unguarded con- to the country. How had that work been
them?
Who, iu tlie scramble for place fered by a New Yorker. Aud ever afterwards
occasion of any great debate at the
n>ito! larger Him the Mississippi (lows underground
versation, one of Mr. Johnson's Cabinet offices ried on ? Is there, lie asked, peace at the south ?
he pursued the line of conduct in that respect nights, in presence of crowded houses,
of
oue
name
the
is
ou.
has
heard
that
the
I
fairly outnumbers the male, in Hori iniltural from the Rocky Mountains to the Gulf of Mexg'oiug
said that “No man should eat the President's Is there prosperity or contentment among
which he had marked out. Yet he has been and
apparently to the satisfaction of all. Hall, in this city, there has been a most inter- ico, and, warmed by intern al tires, makes the
bread and butter who did not support his
people there? Are they not rather in a state of them mentioned as having a show for
systematically denounced by the radicals as i Meantime an
of the
i.-y,” the Republican leaders were quick to; of chronic revolution? Is there justice in the
esting series of Sunday afternoon meetings • lull Slav am.
of past
the incarnation of all that is treacherous and
crystallize the remark iuto a title of derisiou land ? Who that is a poor mau dare attack oue success? No—iu despite
number
One
of
the
Vn individual q cpiiney, 111., lately found au
been
had
;
recently, two of which have been addressed by
Is
there
iu
this
land?
j
perfected.
court
for the entire conservative party of the country. ; that is rich iu any
aud promises, in the face of all that appeals dishonest. Now that Grant is in ollice, he freeAnd it was, after all, but a homely translation protection for the rights or liberties of the citthe same feats, and claimed ladies, Mrs. Julia Ward Howe and .Mrs E I m express package addressed to "Adam Sell, Ghi
had
to a sense of fairness, justice aud
lie opi tied it, and lo, it was one.
ly receives presents of residences, carriages,
ago.
ii a sentiment uttered a hundred years ago by izen in this boasted land of freedom? The imthem as well as the girl Cliciiev. The former lias gained some notoriDoctor Johnson, when, while living on a pen
migration to this country had fallen off .“50,000 such men are thrust into the back-ground— horses, oxen, hoots, clothing, cigars, &e., &r. j to have performed
In
iar
liner, some individuals, credulous and
ety by her philanthropic views, w hich she ha-ion from the Hanoverians, some one
On
during the last year, and it would continue to
And singular to say. the donors are almost in
had done.
they muster- j
rated)
Mush of greenbacks, are in mourning on ae
the
sacrifice
left
with
the
loss
of
health
and
in
a
noIllustrated
id
ami
and
tbe
fall
because
practically
industry
him on his renunciation of the Stuarts. “Sir,' ;
many go
off,
agriculture
variably nominated to desirable offices. His ed in force for a demonstration.
said he “it would not be good manners in me ! of the country were so prostrated at the West of
ble cause, and by her poetical eilusions among count >f Lite visit of t swindler.
property, to shift for themselves, while new appointees sing hosannahs in his praise,
not
find
remunerative
could
that
lo drink the health of King James in wine that
of which the best known is a “Battle Hviun -t the
immigrants
fered Mr. Ellis >-■'> for the
A young lady in a San Francisco theatre
is paid for by King George.” The “bread employment, and if they went to farm in the shrewder and sharper meu aud more ex- the '‘truly loU” clap their bauds with delight,
|
the perform- Republic,” which was hastily written 'll live’ created a sensation by taking a turn with a
cabinet
the
during
for
sell
their
could
not
and butter” policy of support, as a condition West they
products
male partner in one of the private boxes when
perience politicians, clutch the prizes This and the political parsons all shout amen!
This of- o’clock in the morning" after the excitement tile orchestra
ol patronage, has entered into every political enough to supply them with the necessaries of
ances, at any time they pleased.
And so—
played a wait/ between the acts.
for
a moment
is
too
true
to
be
notoriously
life.
administration iu this and every other country,
of a visit to the “thousand circling camps"
“With devotion’d viaago,
Portland Adv
and Capt. Charles Baker,
I fer was
And
action
over
pious
Whenever any one in the Senate or elsewhere denied.
they
until the present, which seems to have adopted
sugar
Such is radical gratitude to the
Was it a
about Washington and witnessing a midnight i
round turn," or tno ‘turn, sinner,
The devil himself.”
the
while
t ie House and Lot Brigade, that differs from the asked the reason ol'the depression of our comthe
door
who
engagement between our forces and the rebels turn," ot the exhortation meetings':
Bread and Butter Brigade in the essential par- merce and manufactures he was sure to be met soldier.
claimed that he saw her while the war was at its
drum was
ticular of making the President the receiver with the answer that it was owing to the fact
The Oxford Democrat announces that the
height. Mrs Cheney
Now look at the other eud of the Union,
The Ellsworth American (radical) has a
After is the widow of tSetli
instead of the donor, and in so far I think it is that we were not paying specia; but the real
hands taken from the instrument.
one of the best
Cheney,
| town rum shop has been set up directly over
Geu. Long- very candid correspondent at Washington
far from an improvement upon it. It is certaiu- reason was that the legislation and the admin- and note the practice there.
ot the money crayon artists the country has ever had, and its oitlce, and fears that it
some discussion, the
may lie a worse nui.v less Democratic, for all were invited to the istration of the government were so shaped as street. who was educated at the
publie ex- who says—
who voted it has written a great deal upon the subject ol sance than velocipedes, by leaking through.
to
the
Bread and Butter Brigade, while the conditions to encourage capital to speculate upon every
referred
was
audience,
It is useless to deny that the beginning of
art herself, having lived abroad among Euro- Can't our brother
of i.listments are such as to render the House industrial occupation in lhe country. If this pense at West Point, who fought for four
The inmanage to swallow the althree
President Grant’s administration has been to the
and Lot Brigade a select corps of the public sourse were to be continued in less than five
all his
to destroy the Union,
Since her hus- frout, if it does
pean families for many years.
years
marked by a series of circumstances as unforfor
a
tariff
be
a
clamor
to
there
but
would
reinforced
the
and
Dinner
then, through
years
service,
feebly
by
big
band’s death she has been prominent in many
skill to kill aud maim Union soldiers, re- tunate as they are unpleasant and uuauspicious.
Marshall Sweet of Portland is out in a “proc
Squad. These and Company A, of the Poor keep out foreign cotton. But great as was the
With the announcement of the names of the Baker, pronounced the whole
educational and charitable works, and the New Lunation”
in
affairs
of
our
national
from
the
Presidential
at
every
Relations,
ceives oue of the best offices in the country. members of the
mismanagement
against velocipedes on the sidewalks.
body-guard
a
feelnew Cabinet sprang up
\id
a humbug, and announced that they would England Women’s Hospital, Freed man’s
present, are the only force which “the great department, the greatest abuses were in our
Tile
fraternal
of
distrust
and
even
Is
it
to
reward
is
this?
virtue?—or
dissatisfaction
eyes of the Bangor Whig have
ing
among
,'aptain of the age” has called upon to assist financial policy. That policy was directed and Why
a few of the
President’s warmest political take possession of the machinery, and that Society, Infant Asylum and other instill itious discovered wild
controlled by the bankers; they no doubt gave stimulate
in the administration of affairs.
geese flying over that city
to
as
an
examplo
patriotism?—or
of a like nature have received aid from her
friends.
Complaints were made that the Presj A New York
But the particular feature of Grant’s charac- as good advice as they could, but experience
Capt. B. would himself go through the 'file
paper
in
the
Constitutional
says Toni Thumb drinks
ident
no—noue
of
the
Oh
advisers,
selecting
discourses which these two ladies deliverrising generation?
ter which i am trying to illustrate is still bet- had always shown that dealers in money know
ll he does, ins -wife has at least one consolaMr. Ellis said
and in filling other distinguished places of trust, same
ter displayed in a small paragraph in this morn- little or nothing about the relations of money these.
ed at the above mentioned meetings were high- tion in: doesn't hold much.
The Journal itself tells why it is
had entirely overlooked those who have been
[Lou. Dem.
could not use his machinery. They offered commended
ing's papers, which announces the removal of to other occupations and interests. The bear- done—
by the press and by all who heard
mainly instrumental In bis nomination and elecfile Aroostook Pioneer tells ot a spruce tree
General Prank P, Blair from the office of Pa- ing of all this upon the pending bill was this :
and had stepped aside to exercise his own to hire the hall and the cabinet—but the them, as being given with a digutty and proIt' a score of men like Lougstreet would take tion,
cific Railroad Commissioner. The office is a If the legislators of the country had done their
that was sixty feet long, seventeen inches sL
favoritism in the matter of appointof the hall said Mr. Ellis had priety perfectly appropriate to their position
small and not very remunerative one.
Blair own work so badly, how could they dare to as- oltice iu the South on President Grant’s terms, personal
the top, and sealed lei 1 teet, hoard measure
or
However
baseless
ments.
well-founded
was as fit to-11II it as any other man.
He has sume the powers and duties of the Executive the Democratic party would feel the loss seand the subjects of their lectures.
And it was
these complaints may be, certain it is that there hired it, and it was solely at his disposal.
Hie following is taken from an advertise
filled it acceptably for a couple of years. If also? He had intended to say a few words verely, and tlie republican party would be corthat they lar surpassed in inis not at present that entire feeling of cordial
ment of Dr. X —\s liver-encouraging, silent
Grant has all that soldierly magnanimity which about the relations between himself and cer- respondingly strengthened.
Some of the spectators declared for the ex- generally agreed
between the President, and leading memterest
and
amity
in
the
which
creatimpression
they
his friends attribute to him, why should he so tain other Senators, by way of showing tire unl'his pill is as mild
perambulator family pills ;
We must overlook the claims bers of bis party that is so essential to the hibitor, and some for the skeptics.
That’s it.
There
ed the addresses which had preceded them, of as a pet lamb, and it dou’L go
“oon strike down for political opinion a man fitness of the Senate to exercise a revisory
fooling about
conduct of the administration.”
proper
and
in
reward
of
Union
to
of
the
the
but
he
take
treason,
was an attempt
soldiers,
who proved himself one of the best ofilcets in power over the acts of
Presdeut,
possession
Weiss, Wasson, Potter, Abbott and Hlggiuson. It attends strictly to business, and is ascertain
“
He
another
occasion.
as au alarm clock."
the Pederal army ? The smaller the office the would reserve them for
usoless
It looks as though the word
No matter
order to strengthen the party I
cabinet by force, and things looked pretty Mrs. Cheney’s presence, especially, created a
•mailer the act of removal. The petty malice must, however, before closing say a word about
Gov. Seymour was on the ears that were
extract
would
soon
with
which
this
sensation
the
he
or
the
cultivated
audience
how
astime.
he
for
a
the
Uuiou,
of
begins
tlie
social
condition
among
country, which,
of Grant could not be better exemplified than
fought against
long
squally
hi the removal ol Blair from an obscure posisembled to hear her: her striking personal ap- thrown from the tra -k of an Illinois Railroad
thought, was quite as bad as tbe financial con- how red his hands are with the blood of become an appendage to Grant’s name, aud
and
Better
counsels, however,
a lew .lays ago au 1
tion. at a lime when people supposed ail the dition. The rich were striving to he richer,
escape.I with slight iuju
pearance and modest, serious and impressive j
to be known as Useless it wac announced that an
Presidential attention to be concentrated on and the pobr were struggling to imitate the the North, if he will uow lay hold of the that lie will come
adjournment
rics.
maimer, added to tiie subject of her discourse,
“
the selection of a Cabinet.
Meu with souls rich, and in this struggle virtue was lost. He
The administration appears to he would be had to Pierces’ Hall, where a free
Delaware reieets tin n, \v amendment
drag ropes aud help along our party !”
Work and Art; art being as she defined it. on
larger than an oyster’s don’t descend to such knew something of the character of the people
before it is fairly launched. entertainment, of the same character would
to
swore to support the
No
matter
he
first
that
he
stated
that
and
of
other
pieces
A Louisiana paper says
And
the
same
he
countries,
removed Blair
firmly
v mother and
things.
day
ly work become boautitul.
j
j
from an office he appointed Lougstreet to an- there was Jess virtue and morality iu American United
The craft thal is daubed all over with such be
aud then the
one is rejoicing th it the controversy i her hlld were a, rideutaliy grouud up in Boggs
stairs swept the
So
down
States,
Every
other and a better one I I hope the soldiers of society to-day than in any other civilized sociWe regret the ae
sugarcane mill last, week
u
unfortunate,”
unpleasant,” ; tics, followed by the crowd, and streamed which was becoming quite si-i uei- ami c.vit- j cideiil, as the quality of sugar furnished
phrases as
the West who fought uuder Blair on twenty ety on the face of the earth. The prevailing and now re-swears for the Union.
at tills
“
“
ou
of
“
the
a
Colds
matter,
subjelias
battle fields, and whose brothers and comrades demoralization was frightful. What mother is
been vegy good
erecting
dissatisfac- l into the other hall.
[Mae,distrust,”
A cabinet was got up ing
inauspicious,”
nothiug, even when double and twisted,
were stricken down by this new favorite of the could send her son out into the world with any
eum on the Common lor the approaching mu
.1 esse K. Grant prognosticated the presideu
tion,” Ac., inscribed by its own friends aud for the occasion, with a shawl for a door, slcal
Republican Administration, will appreciate confidence that he would be able to resist the if he supports the ^arty !
festival, is at iaat settled, and that Un- cy of his soil wiieu he wrote (lor the New York
these two official acts as they deserve. Not temptresses that would surround him? what
()ne of the recent Presidents announced proprietors, is bound for Davy Joues’s lock- ! into which the rival performer, bound with
common, justly the pride oi all good Bostoni- Ledger) that Ulysses, when a very small boy,
that Longstreet’s appointment perse is wrong, husband could close his door? (Laughter.) the
“
She couldn’t be iusurno friends to re- er, as sure as fate.
Here he ans, is not to in desecrated in so unheard of was very fond of money and presents."
of a precipice, at the outset that he had
a committee, was put.
was on the brink
for I believe the sooner we cease to
the
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[ropes

proscribe country

men for taking the
wrong side in the late war,
the better it will be for the country.
But the
objection lies in the fact that the office given
him is a reward for the betrayal of the people
whose cause he espoused iu the struggle.
It
is an attempt to couvert the federal
government into a Magdalen Asylum for political prostitutes.

j

Wliy was Blair so soon made a victim of political proscription ? Simply because in one of
ills speeches he said that Grant was a dangerous man, and if elected “would never leave the
White House alive.”
Grant took great umbrage at this at the time—is said to have been
and
highly indignant
unwilling even to speak
to Blair since.
I think Blair was very greatly
mistake, but his error was that of overestimating Grant—not of “damaging” him, as the latter supposed.
Grant hadn’t brains enough to
iinderstaud that, under the circumstances, and
considering that it was made by a political opponent, the speech was in the nature of a compliment. Since his muster of the House and
hot Brigade, there is not much danger of its
repetition by Blair or any other sensible man.
Grant’s conduct toward Johnson during the
closing month of the last Administration is in
keeping with all the other acts which stamp
him as “the smallest great man of the century.” To avoid the New Year’s call upon the
President, which army etiquette prescribed,
lie took the trails for Philadelphia, and remained there for a few days greatly “fatigued,"as the
papers told us. On the day before the Inauguration Mr. Johnson wrote a note to the incoming President inviting him to ride with him to
To this Grant did not even conthe Capitol.
descend to return an answer. He rode to the
Capitol in his own conveyance—a carriage
which will probably cost the country a foreign
appointment, as it was a donation from a rich
New Yorker.
Hut Grant Is now in a position from which
his action will speak his character far better
than I can write it. The people are sometimes
temporarily carried away by their admiration
for that particular quality which they call heroism ; but they will find out before long that
they have made a hero of one who, according
to all known standards in ancient and modern
history, has as little of the truly heroic in him
as any man who ever
aspired to place and
power.
Mack.

and unless tbe people could be roused from
He had wished for
their apathy all was lost.
and adied iu the election of General Grant
to the Presidency, because he believed that he
(President Grant.) had not been contaminated
by the politicians and had the capacity required
to see through and defeat their machinations.
He had listened to the inaugural address with
intense interest and had been pleased by tbe
President’s expression of his purpose to lie independent in the discharge of his official duties;
but when he heard the passage asserting the
sacreduess of the public debt be had gone away
disheartened and sorrowful, because it hud
shown him that the canker that possessed the
American body politic had got possesion of tbe
President also. Still he was not without iiope.
He hoped that the President would yet discover
the great error into which bad advisers had led
him and would turn away from this policy as
from a charnel house.

_

Jealous of the prosperity of the “Dollar
Stores,” a Portland apothecary has put a similar sign in nls shop window. Enquiry being
made he offers “twelve emetics for one dollar.”
lie prudently, however,
“not to be taken on the premises.”

adds the

Injunction

The Lewiston Journal says another accident
occurred on the Somerset road at Norrldgewock. A bank caved In, completely burying
two men, one of whom was taken out dead,
and the other seriously if not fatally Injured.
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transaction, like pitch, defiles
touch it.
Longstreet cannot fail

Such
who
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all
to

sink into contempt in the estimation of every
honorable man.
The meanest confederate
who stacked his
ruiued

home,

and went back to his

arms

despise the man who
apostate, and cringes for dirty
to
the
radical whips. To fight four
pelf
The New York correspondent of the Rochesfor
State
rights and then espouse center Democrat is responsible for the following: years

Alexander T. Stewart clears one thousand
dollars a day all the year round. Cornelius
Vanderbilt pleads guilty to twice that sum;
while Wm. 15. Astor rates his income at four
thousand three hundred and thirty dollars per
diem.
Sleeping or waking, the latter gentleman finds a three dollar bill dropping into his
hat every minute of the twenty-four hours. He
cannot sit down to talk with his physician without having a little more wealth, If not health.
He cannot unburden his mind without feeling
his burden Increasing in ins pocket, and he can
not walk Broadway however the weather may
be, without meeting a shower of money. At
every turn cash stares him in the most insolent
manner.
Banks fling their dividends at his
head; ruthless Unanciers beat him with coupons : unpitying and soulless
corporations
dump their lucre at his door steps, aud contemptuous bill-stickers plaster liis door with
greenbacks. One might wonder what that fellow lias done to merit such treatment, aud the
only charge that cau be brought is that he is
a rich man’s son, and therefore must suffer.

The Kennebec Journal say;
since it was our good fortune
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by
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sane

The N. Y. Commercial Advertiser says:
“The visitor who saunters along the much-l'requented cause-way by the river-side, between
Hoboken and the Elysiau Fields, will occasion
ally meet a modest looking little gentleman,
walking leisurely alone, or sometimes attended
by a bright-eved boy of five or six summers,
to whom the cares and responsibilities of this
life seem no more than the sunshiue that dances
on the water.
Beneath the meek garb and unostentatious manner of the stranger lie will
hardly recognize the soldier of the Peninsula,
or the man upon whose shoulders a great political party would have cast the mantle of the

Republic’s Chief Magistrate.”
This refers to Gen. McClellan, who is

at
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Tenure of Office law that
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radicals in office, is proving a curse to
the inventors. Grant declares that he won’t

ing

move an

inch with

matter is made

appointments

satisfactory.

until the

Consequently

hungry and expectant are imploring
Congressmen to let down the bars. The

the

pressure has been of the most fearful kind.
The Senate at last passed a modified form

be introduced

of the

William

ters.

law, removing
When it

came

a

portion

to the

of the fet-

House, Ben.
the champion

Butler suddenly appeared as
of absolute repeal, aud would listeu
1

compromise.
seconded by

In his tactics he
the

Democrats,

to no

has been

who have al-

ways been for repeal, aud through them the
modified bill has been defeated in the House.

Of course, without united action for repeal or modificatiou, the old law stands.
The only alternatives for the Senate is to
The Harrison Potato, which Is now the leada
mulated
handsome
vachoice
property. His wife whom recede and agree to au absolute repeal, or
ing winter variety, also a few other
rieties, for sale by Mosos H. Hussy, North he espoused in this country, has been the part- to ask for a conference, with the view of
Berwick, Maine. See advertisement In this ner of his sorrows and joys until January last,
when she departed this life, aged 9G.
fixing up a compromise. That body is pretpaper.

lie

a manner.

The

building

will be on St. James

thumped the tamborine, Square, west of Berkely Street, and arrangements have already been consummated for the
fingers and bells on his
construction of the edifice.
The musi

speedy
toes, poked sticks out of the cabinet, and cal
portion of the enterprise is also in a state
['did, all and singular, (lie performances of of progression; the chorus rehearsals are now
taking place weekly, and engage incuts lor par
|j Miss Ellis, with unbounded applauce !
tieipancy as singers have already come from a
about
the
iu and
A crowd thou

j
j American

gathered

where

House,
I daughter stopped. There

I

1

hundred ditl’erent cities and towns in the

Mr.
try, from Maine to Louisiana.
talk of mob- prise bids fair to be a success,
Ellis and

was

coun-

So the cuterami the seven-

The

liungoreuns

are

feasting

on

caribou,

or

reindeer steaks
The navy ol the Sandwich Islands is said to
consist of two tlshiug smacks and a raft.
The failure to get .Stewart
is called Grant's first

defeat

into the Gahiuet
it won’t be his

last ?
A waggish exchaug, asks
like Irish children’.'
\V lien It
tie pats."
A

lorgcifulor

a

very

When is buttei
made into ill

is

irreligious

man recent

Oue individual weut to him with teenth of .time will this year lie erh-bruted ill ly went peddling Himmlers in I'.llsworlh on
the information that he would be roughly such a manner as “earth's remotest nations’ Sunday morning.
A Toronto paper claims for that city the
dealt with unless he gave up the 82 ">. This have never heard before, t he volume of sound
pos
will be so great that inhabitants >t 'ambridge session of tile champion widow.'
Silo has folsum he then refunded, and it was given

biug

him.

and

Roxbury

tell

me

that

they

expect to

enjoy

lowed to his grave bet

fifth husband.

back to the persons who had contributed it.
The Democratic State Gommlttae has voted
the music sitting liy the open windows of tin ii
building of tbe ;
Mr. Ellis and daughter remained until Sun- own domicils, ami i hear it jocosely remarked | to hold the next State Convention at
will
of
Bangor In
the
inby
day night, and left on the stage for Augusta. that “reserved scats have been engaged in | dune.
com-

Two organ grinders, lu soldiers Uitlns, who
spiritualists of this city, embracing Worcester.
To-day being Easter Sunday, appropriate used to furnish music for the citizens ot Husour
reof
most
citizens,
many
respected
have been
held in most of the
services
ton, have each run oil with and married beaupudiate the performances of the girl as bechurches, many of which were beautifully tiful and wealthy girls. The Courier culls it
ing spiritual manifestations, and pronounce dressed with fresh tlowers. The music at sev“grinding to some purpose."
But even this does eral has been remarkably fine, particularly at
The speech of Senator Sprague, from which them purely deception.
A gentleman in Franklin, N. it lias a founnot justify the spirit of mob law exhibited Rev. E. E. Hall's, which, always distinguished
we make an extract, is sufficiently extraordinatain, supplied from a spring, the overflow from
ry to excite much attentiou. It Is egotistical towards Mr. Ellis, nor the extortion of the for its superior quality, is especially line on
which, by constant freezing, has built a tower
and vain, but contains a larger proportion of
Easter Sunday afternoon, when crowds assent- ice
twenty three leet high around the stream,
money which the girl bad fairly earned,
wholesome truth, mixed with a good deal that
hie to enjoy it and admire the profusion and
it .-xeiles great attention (rout visitors.
and which had been so freely voted to her. i
is of a maudlin character. We feel like adbeauty of the flowers, so suggestive at tills
Mrs. Serena Shaw, of Watervllle, received
It was like a thousand other exhibitions,
season of nature’s awakening.
dressing to him the opening line of David BarTo-day spring
from l)r. Burrell, because he did not set
Stull
which
attend
or
as
kers local poem—
not,
persons might
they really seems to have come in all the glory and
her leg properly.
"Wus you there and was you sober 'd'
a
from
and
and
which
pleased,
nothing but amuse- | brilliancy of a bright, warm sunshine
If Sprague ever knew any thing, he is becomment was expected.
As they invited scru- sky of deepest blue, and the west wind seems : Tiie brig Mary Dowell, of Fastport, has
been captured by the Spaniards, charged vvitli
ing one of the craziest sticks in the crazy radfilled with promises of flowers and frag ranee
tiny of the feats, it was proper to make it j
ical craft.
catrying supplies to the Cuban insurgents.
—but not to resort to threats or extortion.
A tire broke out in fasFinn in Casting.
I
Capt. Winsor, who sued the San Francisco
The buffaloes
Tiie Buffaloes’ Luxury.
It may bo observed of the feats perform- tine Saturday morning, in the basement, of Mr- Evening Bulletin for libel, lulled to
get u verfound in the telegraph poles of the overland
& Co.’s tailoring establishment, totally dict
Clusky
rite alleged libel consisting In
ed
that
not
did
Baker,
by
stating
Capt.
by
they
auy
line a new source of delight on the treeless
destroying tliair store, together with the stores that Capt. Winsor, while in command of the
matins demonstrate that Miss Ellis
to
of
practiced
something
prairie—the novelty
having
of Perkins & Co., grocers, and Mr. Clark, boots
ship intrepid on a voyage from New York lu
scratch against. But it was expensive scratch- deception.
He was concealed, the same as j
and shoes; also the dwelling house of ( apt
Ism, was dissipated, and treated bis sailors
and
inthe
for
there,
ing
telegraph company,
she was.
He did not perform iu sight of
Pike,
i’lie stock
Hodsdon,
occupied
by
Capt.
and finally set one of his seamen
brutally,
deed, was the rub, for the bisous shook down the audience.
If there is such a tiling as of Perkins i Co. was saved but in a badly dam- adrift in an
The
miles of wire daily. A bright idea struck someopen boat off Faster Island.
body to send to St. Louis and Chicago for all spiritual assistance, and she had it, why aged condition. Mr. Clark’s stock was saved. man lias never been heard irom since and Is
the bradawls that could be purchased, and these
The officers and crew of the l' S. Cutter bobnot he have had it? Mediums
supposed to have perished.
say that
were driven into the poles with a view to wound may
bin rendered efficient aid on this occasion.
A correspondent of tho Bangor Whig growls
the animals and check their rubbing propensi- they are taken possession of, under certain
ty. Never was a greater mistake. The bufabout certain Republicans having conspired to
and compelled to do certain
conditions,
lias
been
establishment
rePost
Tile
Boston
faloes were delighted. For the first time they
If Capt. Baker intended an ex- ! moved to the elegant new building erected by elect Hugh Ross as Harbor Master at Bangor.
came to the scratch sure of a sensation in their things.
If so, they conspired to electa pretty good
thick hides that thrilled them from horn to
were the tricks not done in ; its proprietors at the corner of Water and Devthan they always do.
tail. They would go fifteen miles to find a posure, why
where its issue of the 2‘Jtli was man, which Is more
bradawl. They fought huge battles around the sight ol the audience? Or is Ac really a onshire streets,
on
success
the
of
at
the
We
Thomastou,
At
Sunday evening, the tloor
rejoice
Post,
printed.
poles containing them, and the victor would first class physical medium?
Church gave way,
owing
which is not only soundly Democratic, and of iug of the Episcopal
proudly climb the moutanous heap of rump and
! to the crowd, precipitating one hundred and
The excitement iu our city reminds us
hump of the fallen and scratch himself into
is
but
likewise
one
of
the
abllty,
distinguished
an
into
!
unfinished
basement.
fifty persons
bliss until the bradawl broke, or pole came of the accounts of the Salem
witchcraft. most enterprising,witty,readable and thorough- Two persons were seriously injured, and many
down. There has been no demand for bradawls
no
venerable dames who keep ly good natured of newspapers.
received slight wounds.
from the Kansas region since the first invoice. We hope

the

The Tenure of Office Law.

The

out into a first class medium,

played the drum,
put rings on his

the

present superintending
famous Stevens Battery,
funds for
white ventor, who provided ample

—

by

! bloomed

underwriters.

project. McLellau, though in
man’s government, and then embrace the pleting
will yet ho known in
modest
retirement,
fifteenth amendment
are positions too
the
of
affairs
this
country.
wide apart to have been honestly taken.

“A short time

Slater, constituent of Mr.
Bliss, member of the Legislature from Washington. The Captain is 92 years old, still hale
and hearty, and bids fair to become “a captain
of a hundred.” He is an Englishman, and was
born in Liverpool in the year 1777. At au
early age he entered the English Navy, and was
in five general engagements. He was at the
bombardment of Copenhagen under Lord Nelson, in 1801. Still later he participated in the
celebrated battle of Trafalgar, under Lord Nelson and Admiral Collingwood.
Soon after the
battle of Trafalgar, he came to this country in
the ship Minerva, and commenced to follow the
Sea as master of a ship, iu which pursuit he accu
to

becomes

must

ninety

The

|

The public

The Cuban Rebellion.

auspicious opening of Grant’s Adtninis■n" is uo«v the Democratic Song. [Bau-

■

umns

Mr. Charles McCormack, formerly
Whig.
\clusively. The Senator from Rhode ployed as master machinist on the Puerto
pilches the same tune. And everybody Principe aud Nuevitus railroad, has just arnose does its iluty perceives that the
rived in this country after riding on horse-

1

em-

hereby assured, through the colRepublican Journal, that Pin-son’s
no injurious principle, but

Pills contain

may be administered to children and the
mo st weak and shattered constitutions in small
with great certainty of success.
j doses,
Dr. A. Johnson, one of the most successful
practitioners of his time, invented what is non
called Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment. The great
Is al) ml as anspurious as that oi a tlen
hack more than one hundred leagues through 1 success of this article in the cure of Bronchitis and
oyster.
the insurgent and Spanish lines from Puer- all diseases of throat and lungs, will make the name
of Johnson not less favorably, if less widely,
the order.
in limeut is
The order has i
where he known than that of Louis Napoleon.
mil to cut down the pay of civil ofli- to Principe to the nearest point
Do our could take the cars for Havana.
It is said that proprietors of the celebrated Planthe navy yards everywhere.
lie furtation Bitters rent no less than nine pews from
ratic friends begin to recognize the
to
the
New
statement
the
uishes
the different denominations in New York city for
it the new administration V
! B mgor
all those of their employees who will occupy them
York Herald :
regularly, free of charge. This is certainly praiseare
a
i.
good many radical knavy yards ; The
worthy, and it is to be hoped that others who emoccupation of the line of railroad ploy
a large number of people, will follow the exi‘11. to be cut down. If it is done, there I
from Puerto Principe to Neuvitas having ample. The above fact, accompanied with the beless corruption at elections.
Demo- !
left me without employment I determined lie! that a firm who would look so closly after the
morals and welfare of their employees, would not
■nds have always recognized that.
I
to return to the United States.
undertake to impose upon the public, has induced
George II. Pendleton is talked of as the necessary papers from Colonel Mena, us to give the Plantation Bitters a trial, and
iiii- lor Governor of Ohio.
the Spanish Governor of the city, anil start- having found them to be all that is represented, we
cordially recommend them as a tonic of rare merit.
with a companion, on horseback, by land, Observer, July 1st.
ed
In
is a hopeful revival of religou
last.
12th
of
on
the
for
Magnolia Water. Superior to the best imFebruary
Havana,
n field.
At that time the feeling of the natives of ported Uerman Cologne, and sold at half the piice.
ivernorof Virginia has been arbitrariall classes were very decided for the revoHf~r Our readers have observed that we rarely
i:,,,,..;! by Gen. Stonemau.
patent medicines, and that we advertise only
lution, aud young and old, rich aud poor praise
the very best of them. But now, the remarkable
.vnlow lias readied the summit of his had
Uulce’s
it.
General
into
proclarecovery of Mrs. Rice, of Canastotq, from her disgone
do i uiteil States Senate, but lie is
tions of amnesty aud reform at first pro- tressing and almost helpless scrofulous disease,
which is known throughout the community, and
>i. u i' k of man, and lips about the duced some etl'eet, and many were iu favor
unquestionably the effect of Ayer's Sarsaparilla,
;
ih. ;.--s as a mummy.
were one,
these
leads
us to publish without reserve the remarkable
of accepting them.
Among
efficacy of this medicine. We do this in the inters!
one of
negroes oi Washington arc petitioning if nut two, of the Arango’s, and
of the afflicted. Any remedy which can so effectshare of ti, public plunder, reciting ser- them had begun negotiations to that etl’eet. ually “raise one from the dead,” should be univerii tin- mu
and their virtuous deserv- For this purpose he had held commuuica- sally known; and we wish it may be univeisnlly
as successful as it has been in the case of Mrs. Rice,
a I
is right.
•Sam
He should have some- tion with Colonel Mena, and
[Daily Journal, Syracuse.
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and not be considered

j,

merely

radi-

as a

pack-horse.

ii!

Hi
is excited un-r the event ol mi
Frenchmen who have runic onl there
,latent traps to catch bullfrogs for the
i urk market.

natur,

1

ins

v

-wistou a girl name.! Joanna llallisej
m-i from her work in the mill as usual
.euiug lasl week, ate her upper, and,
therelrom, bill dead.
(Vile ol Judge Howard, ol Portland, died
lav morning
She was usister of the late
i; ivernor I tana.

pli Bartlett, I si| of the Bangor .letteru
who G sojourning in Florida, for the
his experience
; of his health, publishes
number oi Hint paper. The climate
that his fancy
re is not exactly all

ni
.1
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FOR THE JOURNAL.

Belfast, Wednesday, March 31, 1bG9.
10 Round Hog,
15 to 15
$8 to
0.00 Clear Salt Pork, $25 o 57.00
1.15 to
0.00 Mutton per lb,
to
2.00 to
8
1.75 to
0.00 Lamb per lb,
» to
9
20 to
25
1.16 to
0.00 turkeys, per lb,
1.50 Chickens per lb,
17 to 20
1.40 to
2 75 Ducks, per lb,
25 to 00
2.25 to
75 to
00 Jlaypertou,
$12 to I.j

him the corpse of that rebel.

bring

PJlICfi

C<||{ RKCTEIJ WEEK I,Y

The
Flour,
that he was shot as soon as he ap- Corn Meal,
Meal,
Rye
proached the suburbs of the town, aud the Rye,
after
hacked
aud
remains
were
Corn,
:
disfigured
Bailey,
This event stopped entirely the Beans,
death.
Oats,
the
of
iu
iavor
amnesty
accepting
feeling
55 to
Potatoes,
and reforms among the Cubans.
Dried Apples, 12 to
50 to
l’lie insurgent force gathered round Pti- Cooking,
36 to
Butter,
in
the
22
to
enthusiastic
i erto Principe were very
Cheese,
22 to
Eggs,
cause, but were badly armed, and ill sup- Lard,
22 to
12 to
Beef,
plied with ammunition. Their only cannon Apples,
Baldwin, 1.25
were a few pieces of iron pipe well plugged
and bound round with banded strips ot the
to

tact

it.

1

appointed

day when lie would come iu unarmed under
It was
a flag id truce to confer with him.
stated iu Principe that Colonel Mena’s orders to the squad sent to meet Arango were

00 Lime,
14 Washed Wool.
75 Unwashed Wool,
40 Pulled Wool,
25 Hides,
24 Cajf Skins,
24 Lamb Skins,
14 Wood, hard,
to 1 50 Wood, soli,

1.50 to0.no
58 to
12
28 to 50
45 to ou
9 1-2 to 00
17 to 00
75 to 1.25
0.00 to8.00
4.00 to0.00

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Every available instrument was
making of a weapon for otfeu-

HUES 1I1VE CIIAxYCiEU.

are

of the

! Purgative

to the

_DIED._

Iu former years you had to furnish jugs and bottles if
you need a little good whiskey. Now you can buy the
Golden Sheaf Burbon put up in splendid style, everywhere. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 99
street.
Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit House in America

Belfast

_SHIP NEWS._

TO

Allow me to call your attention
my PREPARATION OF COMPf>UND EX 1 K ACT BUCHU. The component parts arc BUCHU, Lon»- Leak, CUBEBS. .JUNIPER BERRIES.
Mode ok Preparation. Buchu, in vacuo. .Juniper
Berries, by distillation, to form a line gin. Cubebs extracted by displacement by liquor obtained from Juniper
Berries, containing very little sugar, a small proportion
of spirit, and more palatable than any now in use. The
active properties are by this inode extracted.
Buchu, as prepared by druggists generally, is of a dark
color. It is a plant that emits Its fragrance; the action
of a linnto destroys this (its active principle), leaving a
dark and glutinous decoction. Mine is the color ol ingredients. The Buchu in my preparation predominates;
the amallcst quantity of the other Ingredients are added,
to prevent fermentation; upon inspection, it will be
found not to be a Tincture, as made in Pliarmacopoea, nor
is it a Syrup—and therefore can be used in cases where
In this, you have the
fever or inflammation exists.
knowledge of the ingredients and the mode of preparation.
Hoping that you will fa\ or it with a fair trial, and that
upon inspection it will meet with your approbation,
With n feeling of confidence,
I am. very respcctitully,
H. T. HELMBOLD,
Chemist and Druggist of 10 Years’ Experience in
at his Drug and
located
now
Philadelphia, and
Chemical Warehouse, 591 Broadway, Now York.
Chemists
in the World.]
[ From the largest Manufacturing
| am acquainted with Mr. II. T. Helmbold; he occumy residence, and was sucpied the Drug Store opposite
cessful in conducting the business whore others had not
been equally so before him. I have been favorably imwith his character and enterprise.
pressed
1

ARRIVED.

March 25th— Sch D K Arey, Ryan, Boston.
26th—Sch Cameo, McCarty, Boston.

I

FURNITURE!

j

~

jj

j
|
|

FARM FOR SALE-

2:th—Sch Ella, Gray, Roundout.
Containing about GO acres of good land,
30th—Schs Celon, Thomas, New York; Moses Eddy,
situate in Belfast, about 2 miles from
Cottrell, Boston; Eldorado, Thompson, Baltimore.
the Post Office, on road leading to Hall’s
: Corner.
Has good Buildings, Wood
DISASTERS.
jloi auu
cuts about 1<» tons of hay; is pleasant!}
■Sell Suliote, of Boston, from Cienfuegos for Porltand. situated. urciK.ra;
be sold on reasonable terms, as the occuWill
wont ashore at Stony Point, Cape Poge, on Wednesday
wishes to change his business.
L. T. COTTRELL,
night, hut came off on 19th without damage, and was pant
on the premises, or W. I*. IIARRIMAN.
(7
]
taken into Edgartown.
She proceeded Saturday and
March 22, 18G«>.
when off Cape Ann sprung a leak and was obliged to put
in to Boston. This vessel was formely bark Suliote, of
Belfast.
ATTAINED AT

I

SUBSCRIBER WILL
AUCTION, on the premises,

SELL
on

AT

or

PUBLIC

Monday, April 26th,

the following property:
One Farm, situated in Waldo, six miles from Belfast
and two miles from Patterson’s Mill9, on the road from
Belfast to Waterville, said farm contains fifty acre9 ol
good land under good cultivation, good for early crops,
WILLIAM WEIGHTMAN.
ji and has a good pasture; also an orchard with 130 appie
Firm of Powers & Weightman, Manufacturing !i trees commencing to bear; the farm cuts twenty tons of
Chemists, Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadel- ! hay aud has two wells of good water. On the farm is
a story and a half house well finished, and with an L and
phia.
Helmrold’s Fluid Extract Bucuu, lor weakness I two sheds; also two barns—the whole being well arranged
arising from indiscretion. The exhausted powers of Na- lor the convenience of the occupants.
ture which are accompanied by so many alarming sympAlso, one double seated express wagon, two single
toms, among which will be lound, Indisposition to Exer- truck wagons, one sleigh, farming tools, one horse, one
tion, Loss of Memory, Wakefulness, Horror of Dis- yearling colt, one yoke two years old steers, one shote
ease, or Forebodings ol Evil, in fact, Universal Lassitude, aud two cows.
WM. F. SHELDON.
Prostration, an a inability to enter into the enjoyments of
3w38*
Waldo, March 27, 1809.
ociety.
The Constitution once affected with Organic Weakness,
Medicine
to
and
aid
of
the
invigorstrengthen
requires
ate the system, which HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU invarible does. If no treatment is submitted to,
ILL BE SOLD AT PUBLIC AUCTION by vir*
Consumption or Insanity ensues.
tue ot a license from the Court of Probate tor the
II elm hold’s Fluid Extract Bin nu, in affections
of Waido, on Saturday, the eighth day of May,
peculiar to females, is unequalled by any other prepara- County
A. D., 1869, at two o’clock P. M., at the office of N. 11.
or
or
as
in
Retention, Painluluess,
tion,
Chlorosis,
SupHubbard, in Wiuterport, in the County of Waldo, so
pression of Customary Evacuations, Ulcerated orShirrus much
of the real estate of Francis Cullen late of WinterState of the Uterus, and all complaints incident to the
port, In said County, deceased, intestate, as will produce
sex, whether arising from habits ol dissipation, impru- the sum ot one
hundred and fitly dollars for the payment
dence in, or the decline or change of life.
of the said deceased’s just debts, charges of administraHelmcld’s Fluid Extract Buciiu and Improvtion and incidental charges; said real estate consists ot
Wash
will
exterminate
lrom
the
ed Rose
radically
sys- one undivided halt of about eleven acres of land with a
tem diseases arising from habits oi dissipation, at little
House and Barn thereon—situate in said Wiuterport on
expense, little or no change in diet, no inconvenience or the back road to
JAMES REILLY,
Hampden.
exposure; completely superseding those unpleasant and
March 25, 1809.
3w38
Administrator.
and
in all these

j

Administrator’s Sale.

Seed Potatoes for Sale!

■

LIFE

|

ON

IISTEN

AT

INSURANCE

UNITED STATES OF

CHARTERED BY A SPECIAL ACT OF

a Splendid Assortment of
Superior WALNUT
PARLOR FURNITURE, covered with Hair Cloth,
Repps, &c., Dining Room Furniture, Cottage Chamber
Furniture, Extra Hair Mattresses, Spring Beds, Sofas,

CASH

SABIUEL TREADWELL, of Swanof Waldo, on the thirteenth
day
I860, by his deed of mortgage of that
May,
date, recorded in the Waldo Registry, Book 102, page 543,
conveyed to George A. Peirce, of Frankfort, in said

RANK BUILDING,

PHILADELPHIA,

I

County,

trustee for Catherine Peirce, two certain parcels
of land situate in said Swanville, being the same premises
which .vert- on the s:.ine day conveyed to him by said
George A. Peirce, in his said capacity as trustee, and the
same conveyed to said Peirce by Ephraim McKeen, by
his deed recorded in said Registry, Book 111, page 25,
and to said McKeen by Rufus B. Allyn, by his deed recorded in said Registry, vol. 67, page 177, to which deeds
and the registry thereof relerence is had for a description;
and whereas said George A. Peirce, trustee, by his assignment, recorded in said Registry, Book 146, page 154,
and Charles M. Peirce, Administrator of the estate of
fcaid Catherine Peirce, deceased, by his assignment, recorded in said Registry, Book 146, page 147, assigned and
transferred said mortgage to me,and whereas the condition in said mortgage is broken, by reason whereof 1
claim a foreclosure.
Dated, at Belfast, this twenty-third day of March A. D.
1869.
MERCY A. COUILLARD,
3w38
By Joseph Williamson, her Att’y.

& Mississippi
Railroad Co,

Superior

Seven per Cent. Bonds.
thirty years to run.

PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST PAYABLE IN HOLD.

Where the general business ot the Company is transacted,
and to which all general correspondence should be ad
dressed.

OFFICERS.
CLARENCE II. CLARK, President.
JAY COCKE, Chairman Finance and Executive Com
mi.tee.
HENRY D. COOKE, Vice-President.
EMERSON W. PEET, Secretary and Actuary.
Tills

tages

Company offers the following advan-

It is

a

national

Company,

chartered by

speeia I act of Cougrress. 190*i.
It has a,paid-up capital of $1,000,000.
It offers low rates of premium.
It furnishes larger insurance than other
companies for the same money.

It is definite and certain in its terms.
It is a home company In every locality
Its policies are exempt from attachment.
There are no unnecessary restrictions iu
the policies.
Every policy is non-forfeitahle.
Policies may he taken which pay to the
tpsured their fall amount, and return all
the premiums, so that the insurance costs
only the interest on the unnual payments.
Policies may be taken that will pay to the
insured, after a certain number of years,
during- life, an annual income of one-tenth
the amount named in the policy.
Mo extra rate is charged for risks on the
lives of females.
It insures, not to pay dividends to policyholders, hut at so low a cost that dividends
will lie i in possible.
Circulars. Pamphlets and full particulars
given on application to the Branch Office
of the Company, or to

r. »•. TAX.

ROLLINS & CHANDLER, 3 Merchants’ Exchange,
State Street, Boston.

$4,500,000,

General

They are a First Mortgage Sinking Fund Bond, secured
by a land grant of 1,632,000 acres, and by the railroad, its
rolling stock, and the franchises of the Company, an investment yielding in currency

TEN PER CENT. PER ANNUM.

Agents

for New

England.
J. P.

TUCKER, Manager.

LOCAL ACrEITi ABE WAITED iu
every City and Town; and applications
from competent parties for such ag-eucies,
with suitable endorsement, should he addressed to
PHILO HEHttEY,

Belfast, He,
U31
Apeeial Agent for Waldo County.

PRICE,

Par, and Interest

in

Currency.

Gold, Government Bonds, and other Stocks, received
payment without commission charges.
Pamphlets and full information given, on application

in
to

LEE, HIGG1NS0N & CO.
AGENTS FOR NEW ENGLAND,

■

FULL.

BRANCH OFFICE,
FIRST NATIONAL

WHEREAS,
ville, in the County
of
A. D.

PRESENT

CAPITAL,-$1,000,000,
PA ID IX

FIELD._tf37

Notice of Foreclosure.

CONGRESS,

25. 1SCS.

approved

Chairs ol all varieties, in fact
everything in
the way of Furniture.
We manufacture most of our goods, and employ the
best of workmen, which enables us to offer great inducements to all who want really good Furniture at low prices.
All goods of our own manufactuie are warranted. All
sold to go into the
country will be packed with care and
dispatch. Call and see. Ship Cabinet Work and turning
of all descriptions done to order. Work Shop at Belfast
Foundrv.
C. D/
A. B. MATHEWS.

AMOUNT Or ISSUE

AMERICA,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Have

FItEE OF

COM,

—OF THE—

No. 11, PHENIX ROW,
BELFAST,

Lake

T'TO^V \ 1

FURNITURE!

Bedsteads,

Farm at Auction !
riMIK

V A

FIELD & MATIIEWS

JLAST.

It has been known for years that rye contained very
valuable medical properties, C. A. Richards’ Concentrated Extract of Rye combines them all, and is entirely
treed trom injurious ingredients by its peculiar method
ot distillation. Try it. Sold everywhere. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 99 Washington st., Boston, largest Retail
Wine and Spirit House iu America.

Wharfage and Storage,
Harper of New York, head ot tlu: sive purposes, aud a latice aud 'machete.— a
Mercury,
dangerous remedies, Copavia
the general ar- On the principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable diseases.
1
Harper S Brothers, is dead from in- short, heavy sword —were
Use Helmrold’s Fluid Extract Buchu in alldfaol
terms.
Inquire
rifles
A few had breech-loading
i\ed In being thrown tomi a car- mament.
eases ol these organs, whether existing in male or lel.'itl
W. H. *1*11**0 3.
male, from whatever cause originating, and no matter of
captured from the Spaniards, but the want
how long standing. It is pleasant in taste and odor, “im- IIARRISOI, GLEASON, CALICO, EAR
I of the proper ammunition rendered them of
*c'lieii€k’» Pulmonic lyrup.
LY MEliEC, EARLY GOODRICH,
mediate’-' inaction, and more strengthening than any of
et, who rallied after the llrst. onslaught
Bark or Iron.
AID CUSCO.
little service. An old fashioned flintlock Seaweed Tonic aud Mandrake Pills will cure Consump- the preparations olfrom
broken-down or delicate constituThose suffering
a
11 seems to be
tion, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, if taken according
seeki is is sick again.
I*rice for the above varieties, OO cents per
at
musket
was
the
favorite
once.
the
rill
three
to
be
taken
at
the
same
are
remedy
! to directions. They
tions, procure
muzzle-loading
peck, $l,.YO per bushel,$4,00 per barrel.
ol mutual distemper.
The oflice-seekThe reader must be aware that, however slight may he
time. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put
arm, as it could always do service whether it to
AS"* A lew Early Rose, by the pound only, at 75 cents
work; then the appetite becomes good; the food the attack of the above diseases, it is certain to affect the
sirk of Grant, and G rant is sick of them.
per lb. The Harrison has a smooth, white skin and tlesh,
digests and makes good blood; the patient begins to bodily health and mental powers.
j there were patent cartridges, percussion grow
diseases
aid
of
a
above
the
Diuretic.
in
All' the
the lungs,
require
iu llesh; the diseased matter ripens
Having no hollow at the centre, and is perfectly hardy,
Whoever had and the patient
.Maine Central fiailroad has resolved to i caps, Ac., iu camp or not.
outgrows the disease and gets well. This II ELM MOLD'S EXTRACT BUCIll is the great, Diu- very Iree from rot, yielding immense crops, from 300 to
500 bushels io the acre, of smooth, handsome tubers, of
retic.
to cure consumption.
id their track into Portland, iustead ol \ one of these prized it above all the patent is the only way
1 .‘C5 per bot- excellent quality. This variety sold readily last year lor
Sold by Druggists everywhere. Price
To these three medicines Dr. J. 11. Schenck, of Philaarms to he had.
delphia, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of tle, or G bottles lor $G.5u. Delivered to any address. 85 per Dusli. Two or more kinds sent in barrel by rail or
g civei the Grand I’muk.
MOSES H. HUSSEY,
express. Address
pulmona.y Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens Describe symptoms in all communications.
There
was but little organization among
North Berwick, Me.
4;v38
Address H. T. HELMBOLD, Drug and Chemical
ne of the
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it oil' by
exceedingly virtuous Stale Con591
N.
Y.
is
the
or
matter
for
when
Broadway,
an
Genphlegm
the forces of the revolution, although
Warehouse,
easy expectoration,
ol Massachusetts recently seized a lot
VrONE ARE GENUINE UNLESS DONE I P IN
a slight cough will thiow it otf, and the patient has
ripe
eral (Jnesada was recognized as the chief rest and the lungs begin to heal.
_i^l| steel-engraved wrapper, with lac-simile ot my
Watch Lost.
ne pictures,
which proved to be phoTo do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills Chemical Warehouse, and signed
in command.
SUNDAY NIGHT, between the house of Jacob
Every leader had raised and must
11. T. HELMBOLD.
be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so
ol statuary on public exhibition at
Homer and the Baptist Meeting House, a silver
that the Pulmonic Syrup and the food will make good
kept together what men lie could, and the blood.
cased Watch, with a black braid guard, with a steel key
I'liaeuin
attached. The person finding the same will be suitably
camp seemed more like a gathering of priSchenck’s Mandrake Pills act upon the liver, removing OENFtiR XOT. YOI ARE XOT YET
on leaving it at the store ol DILLAWAY &
'■'leg rap hers say that Grant is in favor vate camps than a regular force. General all obstructions, relax the ducts of the gall bladder, the l.\€K UAEiO:. EtEI.REF IS IT UOll! rewarded
3w38
POTE.
starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved; the stools
March 29, 1809.
TH
E
E.\
One
TO
VOICE
OF
PEIUENCE.
iguizing the revolutionary government Ouesada was laboring to introduce regi- bile
Bellas!,
will show what the Pills cun do; nothing has ever been
Dying
Woiti> to the
should arrest the attention
J
■Cl i.
It was invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is ana wake the alarm of Young Men in our community,
mental anil brigade organizations.
very dangerous to use unless with great care,) that will where so
many are sinking under that long array of evils Belfast & Moosehead L. R. R. Co.
house ol .lames Miller in Rockland, was tl;is reason, the absence of regular organi- unlock the gall bladder aud start the secretions ot the
that arise lrom that dreadful scourge, solitary vice, and
like Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
A MEETING of the President and Directors of
zation and military rule, which prevented liver
I on Sunday morning,
Liver Complaint is one of the most prominent causes other indiscretions and youthful indulgences. Listen.
said Company, held at their office in the city of
Young Men, ere it is too late, and suffering in enervated Belfast ou the 27th inst., it was voted, that an assess
of Consumption.
Puerto
General
from
Quesada
attacking
i11 v. I'ciitou, ol' Now York, now a radical
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic is a gentle stimulant and youth a premature old age, arising from that secret habit ment be made of five per centum on each and all of the
which he could undoubtedly cap- alterative, and tlie alkali in the Seaweed, which this which undermines the bodily health and the mental pow- shares in said Corporation,
and that the same be paid to
He is proved, Principe,
Senator, is in a lia:i ilx
ers. Remembi r and seek the true physician, DR. FREDture i! he could control his force so as to preparation is made of, assists the stomach to throw out ERICK MORK1 LL, of No. 48 Howard Street, Boston. its Treasurer, at his office in said city, on or before the
received SCO,000
the gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Pulmonic
on testimony ti lia\'c
first day ol May next.
W. T. COLBURN, Treasurer.
Do not procrastinate, but go early,-—go when unerring
them to act on a general plan.
3w38
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermentaBelfast, March 29, 1809.
railroad bill.
But lie’s loyal, aud bring
symptoms tell you your condition, when you are sensible
.■.mug
or souring of the stomach.
I'he war is carried on by the Cubans tion
of Weakness in the Back and Limbs, Loss and Prostrado
not
cure
ConThe
reason
great
why physicians
i.er.s all Milling matters like this.
of the Animal Functions and Muscular Power, Demore as a guerrilla war than
is, they try to do too much; they give medi- tion
Freedom Notice.
by regular op- sumption
cine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night rangement of the Digestive Organs, Dyspeptic Ailments,
!
I.ewis, daughter of the l.ightkeeper in erations.
General
Whenever a force of Spanish sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the
Debility, and the common symptoms of Lung VTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that 1 have relin
Diseases, as well as the most terrible mental effects, such |
quished to my son, Frank B. Thompson, his time
!
n
villar'.oi,
Monday night rescued troops appears anywhere the Cubans scatter whole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and as
I shall claim
Weakness of Mind, Alienation and Loss of Memory, during the remainder of his minority.
j
eventually the patient sinks and dies.
iimining two men from a capsized boat, from its front, and seek by ambuscading
Dr. Schenck, in his treatment, does not try to stop a Restlessness in Sleep, Confusion of Ideas, Depression ol ! none of his earnings nor pay any debts of his contracting
Habitual
Sadness
and
tor
after
this
date.
THOMAS
THOMPSON.
Disquietude,a Longing
night sweats, chills or lever. Remove the cause, Spirits, Evil
nine nce.ipani oi the boat was drowned.
Attest—R. Elliot.
behind trees and in the thick woods, to au- cough,
Foreboding, Avoidance of Society and Love
and they will all stop of their own accord. No one can Change,
of Solitude and Retirement, Timidity, Mental Uneasi3w38*
Montville, March 9th, 1809.
Liver
be
cured
of
Dyspepsia,
Consumption,
Complaint,
Cubans arrested the t
uov
the
and
diminish
their
numbers.
S. Consul at
and si degree ot Insanity almost termintroops
Headache,
ness,
unless
the
liver
and
Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat,
when
in
absolute
nature
madness. Go, young man,
ating
lor complicity in the Cuban rebellion, 1’iie great object among the insurgents in stomach are made healthy.
bends beneath the abuse heaped upon her, and let
Notice.
If a person has consumption, of course the lungs in thus
these encounters is to get hold of the mus- some
Go to
milled lately released him.
no false delicacy deter you from the wise course.
way are diseased, either tubercles, absesses, bron- Dr.
restored health w hen rilUE SUBSCRIBER HAS REMOVED TO NO. 5,
he
will
and
you
give
Morrill,
ket knapsack of every one they can wound chial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs art- a mass the
Wm. B. Swan & Co’s., (lately H. J. Anderson Jr’s.)
nr,
hem \ lreshels In western New
body is overthrown and the mind wrecked; he can
In such cases what
of inflammation and fast
where he will continue the business of Sailmakand has cured innumerable cases of Nocturnal Emission Wnarf,
or kill.
In this they will run extraordina- must be done ? It is not decaying.
only the lungs that are wasting, and other terrible inllietions from this fruitful cause of ing. An assortment ol Duck and sailtrimming constanturk.
liver have
and
stomach
is
whole
The
it
the
on
but
hand.
3w38*
body.
C. K. THOMBS.
ly
three or four running out from the
disease.
eral woman's rigid is slowly gaining. ry risks,
lost their power to make blood out ot food. Now the
In cases, too, ol Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, Venereal Combush at every Spaniard who falls. The only chance is to take Dr. Schenck’s three medldines,
and others ol a similar nature, have no fears ol
Age
which will
up a tone to tile stomach, the patient plaints,
il you place yoursell under his charge; his is
Spanish troops generally behave well in will begin tobring
A
want food, it will digest easily anu make the result
they’.' tiainiug what?
voice
of experience, and he has cured more cases
the
these ambuscade encounters, and whenever good blood; then the patient begins to gain in llesh, and than
any other living physician,—he has administered to For Old or New Feathers, which have become FOUL,
a
commence
as
the
to
the
soon
at
us
arrived
New
Orleans
lungs
grow,
body
begins
captain just
I forced to halt or form during their march, to heal up, aud the patient gets fleshy and well. This is every form of Private Disease, and his remedies are sure, MATTED and INJURIOUS to HEALTH.
is that when oil'
Torlugas tie steamed lor
safe, speedy and infallible. A pe; feet cure is guaranteed,
the only way to cure Consumption.
and a radical cure is always effected.
.-.ours and a hall' through a tangled mass of j will roundly abuse their unseen foes, styWhen there is no lung disease and only Liver ComThe Doctor’s Female Monthly Drops arc the only sure \
ikes of all si/.es and colors.
I Kx ihauge.
Seaweed Tonic and Manling them cowards, and calling upon them plaint and Dyspepsia, Schenck’s
MB. J.
PEASLEY’S
cure for all Suppressions and Irregularities that were ever
drake Fills are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup.—
A'
sale in this oily. These Drops are acknowlwhif.., among ihe captain s to come out of their hiding places and show Take the Mandrake
Pills freely In all bilious complaints, offered for
PATENT
obstructo
he
the
best
in
the
world
for
removing
edged
as they are perfectly harmless.
in all cases of Female IriI: hemselves.
who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for tions and producing regularity
Dr.
No regular civil government exists in the many Schenck,
regularity, Suppressions, See., Sec., whether originating
years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wast- from cold or
other causes. They are remarkably mild
any
Local Items, &c.
of
Pulin
last
to
a
mere
the
ed
skeleton,
very
stage
away
districts held by the insurgents, and no
safe and sure, and the most convincing proofs of their Clears the Feathers of all impurities, and makes them as
monary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced
the buoyant and clastic as when new. Scientific men and
formal attempt has yet been made to or- his case hopeless and abandoned him to liis fate. He virtues are the benefits which have been realized by
:*
>i.
On Monday evening our citizens crowded
in their use. The Drops can be obtained at my Physicians have decided that it is the best plan yet made
the aforesaid medicines, and since his re- atllicted
In the Central Department was cured by thousands
No. 48 Howard Street, Boston, with directions for known for the purpose. This process is NOT INJURIoffice,
Hall to listen to .the delivery of David Barker’s ganize one.
have
used
afflicted
Dr.
similarly
covery many
All letters attended to, and medicines, directions, OUS to FEATHERS 1 For it is done entirely by steam,
use.
preparations with the same remarkable sucMy First Court-hip.
Although Mr. Barker has General Quesada’s authority is respected, Schenck’s
fonvarded immediate!
and it proves to be exactly what all conditions and qualiIy45sp
Full directions accompany each, making it not ab- | Sec.,
cess.
n some exceedingly beautiful and
ties of Feathers, from an entirely new to the old and much
pathetic rhymes* while in the east General Cespedes is look- solutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients
'•* nature iworn, need to render them as perfect as age, quality or
an
he
is
undercurrent
of
and
for
this
humor
pervaded by
purpose
examined,
ed upon as 1 heir leader. There is little wish their lungs
condition
will admit of their being made.
By this proci- liable at
every
professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia,
any time to find vent in his productions,
ess ad animal matter, and ALL MOTHS AND WORMS
Jackson’s
Snufi
Catarrh
addressed.
must
be
communication between the several depart- Saturday, where all letters for advice
i.- more ol this iu the poem recited on Monday
ARE
DESTROYED and removed, the Feathers cleansed,
is also professionally at No. 32 Bond Street, New
AND TROCHE POWDER,
the fibres relieved from their maited position, and giving
The on- He
lug than in anything that he has given to the public i meats and no concert of action.
York, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover Street,
to a bed an astonishing increase of bulk, often more than
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN
It describes with quaint humor a rustic
other Wednesday. He gives advice free,
tol l*
aim
the
Poston,
every
seems
to
be
war
with
Spaniards. but for a thorough examination with his Respirometer
ON E-HALF! also removing all disagreeable scent, which
ly
-urtship in th< primitiv* days of the country-depic^ I'he
in the Villa Clara district the price is $5. Office hours at each city from y A. M. to Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness, is so common to new Feathers, and relieving them from
insurgents
all liability to Moths or Worms by the removal of all
*
r-;onal
of
charms
his
Almira
the
traits
ol
I
hei no,
hold tlieir organization distinct from those 3 P. M.
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, d<\
gummy and glutinous matter from the quill. When FeathPrice of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each
respectable father, together with those ot all tin
ers smell, worms make their appearance, they form in
And
all
in
Disorders
from
COLDS
of Cespedes and t^uesnda,
resulting
$1.50 ptr bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills
y -the old fashioned log house with its content0 and |
the end of the quill, and come out and live upon the
25 cents a box. G. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover
from the insurgents camp around PuerThroat and Vocal Organs. libres of the Feathers until they are entirely destroyed.
Hidings,—and all the incidents oi wooing, to its
Street, Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale by all drug- Head,
lv2G
wful termination by the abandonment of the poet
to Principe we rode through Cisgo de Avila gists.
This Remedy does not “Dry up” a Catarrh but Head the following- Certificate from Gentlemen for whom Work has been done in
MdOOSJEMS it; frees the heed of ail offensive matter,
dimmer iu favor ol a fellow with store clothes and
lielfast.
j Kspiritu Santo, Villa Clara and Macagua
“
quickly removing Had Breath and Headache; allay*
"■•mm on his hair.
It is said of poets that “they
A New and Valuable Improvement.
OUT OF SORTS.”
We the
and gooilies the burning: heat in Catarrh; is so
to Colon where we sold our horse and took
milil and agreeable in its effects that it positively
undersigned, having had Feathers renovated by Mr.
-uttering what they teach in song”—and the lec.
Take DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S SHEBRV WINE
we stopcars for Havana.
the
Whenever
PEASLEY’S
NEW PROCESS, would cheerfully recom•ares that this misfortune made him a
rhymer,
mend it as the best method for the purpose designed,
CC^Cures without
!.o are
uave before expressed the opinion that Mr. Barker
ped among the country people the same BITTEllS,—llit* most medicinal in the market. Estab- Aa a Troche Powder, is Sneezing
willing to testify that the improvement made is much
pleasant to the taste,
than would be expected. The Feathers are retied to high consideration as a poet. He does not feeling against the Spaniards and confidence i lished in 1808.
4m3Gsp
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly gives to greater
lieved from their matted condition, cleansed from all imthe Throat and Vocat. Organs a
to the loftier flights of
genius, but deals with the that their rule is approaching its end preI’lll
ilo
GowI/’-Now
is
purities, and rendered much lighter, more elastic, and
you
Buy me anil
familiar incidents of daily life—by the magic
more wholesome:
while in the towns the Spanish tra- the time to use the Great Spring and Summer Medicine,
vailed,
DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS, com
A Din pen investing lowly thoughts and thing*
Rev. Mr. BAILEY, Rev. Mu. FRENCH, Rev. Mr.
and organized by the govern- posed ot Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prick
armed
ders,
Is tHe best Voice Tonic in the world'
THOMAS, Dea. KINGSBURY, Ex-Mayor PITCHER,
halo of sentiment, and pathos and beauty, lie is
Mandrake,
Dandelion,
Rhubarb,
wort,
H.
Ash,
ly
Thorough
H. FORBES, C. D. FI ELD, H. CHASE, Dr. W.
ment entertain the most violent feelings
t of the people, like Robert Burns, whose
&c., all so compounded as to act in concert with Nature, Try it! Safe, Reliable, and only ,“5 ets. O- POOR & SON, Capt. C. H. WORDING, W. H.
genius
No attempt to injure and their effect is truly wonderful. They absolutely cure
attractive such humble themes us the nest of the against the Cubans.
31k. HOLMES, N. E. House.
SIMPSON,
.Sold by Druggists, or mailed iree. address,
Liver Complaint, Jaundice, Costivenesr, Headache, Piles,
A Specimen of work may be seen at A. 1). Bean’s 9tore,
mouse overturned by his plough, or the daisy trodus was made by either party.
No. 6 High street, where all orders left will receive
Weakness, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dizziness, Heartcooper, mi,*o> .v co.,
down by his loot.
burn, Flatulency, Loss of Appetite, all kinds ot humors,
Propr's, Pliila<l<‘)l>ltiaprompt attention.
and ever” disease arising trom a disordered stomach or
BlfimuiiuK'lc* Wnic«*»» ot tli« IValiouul Lift*
line steamer Cambridge 1° again on the route beWholesale Agents
G. C. GOODWIN Sc CO., BUST
Prices of Work.
bad
blood, GEO. C. GOODWIN CO., Boston, and all
lll4Urilll€4k Co.
&
M.
&
ROTBROS.
S. BURR Sc CO., WEEKS
BIRD,
the Penobscot River and Bangor,
druggists.
lGwBGsp
although making
Beds, called for and delivered, $2.00. If you pay your
Boston. W. W. WIIIITLE & CO., W. F. PIIII.TER,
own trucking, $1.50; Bolsters
The National Life Insurance Company of the
trip per week for the present. Capt. Johnson,
50c; Pillows 25c.
1.1 PS & CO.,.). W. PERKINS & CO., Portland.
The machine is in operation daily in the Langworthy
14 hose
skill the public have great confidence, is still in United States of America was chartered in
For sale by all Druggists in Bellast.
lyspiy
July,
Court H ouse.
building,
opposite
-''-'iwd. Mr.
in the clerk’s
i,

City Bonds.

REASONS CAN BE GIVEN why
[ Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aget must theWHAT GOOD
Citizens of Belfast, and of Waldo County, who have
bepaidfor. 1
Washington
and wou d wish to make a permanent investment
capital,
In this city, March 29th Mrs. Abigail Kldridge, aged 64
should not buy City of Belfast Bonds, at ninety cents on
In Sullivan March 13th Mrs. Lydia Coombs, widow of
the dollar? What better investment can they ask ior?
Capt. Francis Coombs, aged 100 years, 10 months and 2 I will say to those, who prefer to invest in real
I 2f XII ESE XI U KM
and
days. Mrs. Coombs was born in Bath, Me. Her maiden take their chances of an advance in value on estate,
the same
Of high prices, quality is the object. Dunster’s tine old name was Robinson. She was the mother of 12
children, that I will exchange allot my real estate in
London Dock Gin costs money, but it is the very best 75
for
Belfast,
114
children
and
12
great said
grand children,
great grand
and purest Gin you can buy. For sale by all grocers and
Bonds, allowing ninety cents on the dollar, and fix
great grand children.
the price on the real estate so that I will guarantee the
druggists who want to sell a good article. C. A KICHparties who make the exchange, can lease the said propAKDS & CO., 99 Washington street, Boston, largest Reerty if they wish, to responsible parties, for three years,
tail Wine and Spirit House in America.
at 7 3 10 per cent., (per year,) on the investment. My
real estate is so well known, being so near the centre of
PHYSICIANS
the city, that a description of the same is unnecessarv.
PORT OF BELFAST.
New Yoke, August 15th, 1807
!
3w37
H. E. PEIRCE.
Belfast, March 19, 16G9.
to

10 State Street

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO VEST MAKERS.
UNDERSIGNED having sold out their vest business iu the towns of Winterport, Frankfert, MonTHE
and
with all the debts due them
Hampden, together
at Winterport and Monroe Stores,

roe

their Books

would
that it is very important that all should
settle before the accounts go out of their hands.
4w30*
D1 L LA WAYS & POTK
(Formerly DILL A WAY'S & SON.)

on

respectfully say
call and

Boston.

BANKRUPTCY

.3 m3 7

NOTICES.
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FEATHER

RENOVATOR!

•*

Delicious Sensation of Coolness and Comfort,

Wall,

office, is

as

prompt

leaaant

as ever.
Mr. Ryer, who succeeds Mr. HolSteward, is thorouhgly at home in his depart-

1808.

in the

first seven

months of Its exis-

tence, J,",;’,2 policies were Issued, representing
ed is •|rj' popular. We chanced to make the pas- insurance to the amount of $10,60f>,S50, and
in the Cambridge on
Saturday, after taking refuge ; calling for an annual premium of about $400,-

ts

ucester from the

of

stojm

Friday night, and

found

the heavy easterly swell. But when
*Jman, from the position on his back, can look out
room window and get a fine view ol the
sky, and
the window sink down,down, until there is framed
’•re ol the
yeasty waves, and nothing else,—at such
we say, the landsman aforesaid had better lie still

■

having

!

w*

ll in

i such literature

—■

his

legs.

W'-re

Such

iu the

as

he

may

was our

surrounding

have,

rather than

ex*

conclusion,
room

llow many
that envied the sea-

d stomachs of the old
who
<•

sat

positions, and indulged in a boisterof euchre! But sueli is life on the ocean wave.”

secure

g.tuie

salts about a table in the sa'
with their leet twisted around the table
their

1000.

This is an

astonishing success, and gives
I emphatic endorsement to the peculiar advantages oifored by this Company, as well as to the
| confidence felt in those who are prominent in
the management of the new enterprise. The
I leading principle of the Company is to avoid
all complications of notes or dividends, but,
in effect, to pay dividends in advance by its reduced cash rates for
of insurance.

a

Thus,

certain

definite amount

the amount of insurance

effected to March 1st, as noted

above,

would

Gorham G. Blake, of this city, fell overboard from cost $000,000 annual premium in a company
huhEnterprise, on the Sacramento River, on the upon the “mutual” plan, whose future divid.gbt of i binary 2tth, and was drowned, although ends to
policy holders are dependent upou pros,al* wer* -lowered and
every effort made to save him.
pective and necessarily uncertain prosperity.
deceased, who was an
engineer by trade, was for sevyaro attached to the steamer Daniel Webster on The National Life has therefore made, in effect,
Bangor an*l 1 ortland route. During the war lie was a dividend of $200,000 in its first seven months,
•>i

missioned
lit on
!'

!*j years of age, and unmarried, but leaves
brother and sister in this city.

•*

•A

Engineer in the Navy, and served with the largest ever made by any insurance
Mingo, (.laucus and Quaker City.
pany in the world in that length of time.
a

moth-

A son of Eben Littlefield, of Brooks aKe(j
leg badly broken above the knee, from a stone
lj|,own from a blast on the railroad. He was
holding a
* ■' of
horses, to prevent them from running at the ex*
*iou, and did not see the rock until it struck him. The
*
weighed if* pounds, and was thrown u distance of
Eiriy rods.
<

I den r.

•ad his

miouton Brothers &

Co. who always sell their goods
reduced rates this week, espeprints, to make room fora new stock of spring
"'<L. Purchasers will do well to call.
v

"

1

are

offering hem

at

Granges are very abundant
xes
containing upwards of

‘,;oul $3.60.

and
two

cheap

in

hundred

our

market

are

sold for

A great many cargoes arriving at
Mediterranean is the cause.
ttoblns made their appearance last Sunday.

,u

com-

the steamers

was

1

as

once

from

policy of the “National”
distinguished favor by invesis good reason for predicting
career surpassed by that of no

It is evident that the
is

regarded

tors.

and

with
there

for it a business
other

Comapny. Attention is called
vertisement, in another column, of
for tills vicinity.

to the adthe agent

Kx-President Johnson was last week reported to be dead from a sudden attack of
paralysis, at his home in Tennessee. It proves however, to have been another complaint from
which he has sulfered for some time, and not

|
i dangerous.

Mr. Johnson Is now as well as
usual, and is about to take the stump in the
Statp

canvass.

PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE.
No. 4 Bulfiiich

Trustees of
rpiHE
that
JL

nounclng

this

HARK!

Street,

(Opposite Revere House,)

BOSTON

Institution take pleasure in

an-

they have secured

the services of the
eminent and well known Dr A. H. HAYES, late Surgeon U. S. Army, Vice-President of Columbia College ol
Physicians and Surgeons, &c.
This Institution now publishes the popular medical
book entitled “The Science of Uife or Self1*reservation,” written by Dr Hayes. It treats upon
the Errors of Youth, Premature decline of Manhood, Seminal Weakness, and all Diseases and
Abuses of the Generative Organs.
Thirty thousand copies sold the last year. It is indeed a book for every man,—young men in particular. Price only $1.00,
This Institute has just published the most
perfect treatise of the kind over offered the public, entitled, ‘‘Sexual Pliyniolog-y of Woman, anil Her Bitea«e«,” profusely illustrated with the very best engravings. This book is also from the pen of Dr. Hayts.
Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The Mystery of Life,—Beautiful Offspring,—Beauty, its value to
Woman,—Marriage,—General Hygclne of Woman,
of Life,—Excesses of the
Married,—
Prevention to Conception, &c. In beautiful French
cloth,
$2.00; Turkey Morocco, full gilt, $3.50. Either of these
books sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on receipt of price.
The “JPeabotly Journal of Health,” a firstclass paper in every respect,—8 pages, 32 columns,—published on the 1st of February, and every month during
the year. Subscription price per year only 50 cts. Specimen copies sent free to uny address, on application to
the Peabody Medical Institute.
Albert II. Haves, M. D., Resident and Consulting

43P* Satisfaction given on trial or money refunded.
Belfast, March 24, I860. 37 BEAN & CO., Prop’rs.

HARK!

HEAR YE AFFLICTED !!
PROF. M. FKRDENANDERZ, a Regular Physician
and Surgeon, and a man of integrity, deems it his duty
to warn the peculiarly afflicted against the extortions
practiced upon them, cases of which arc daily brought to
his notice. Dr. F. is remarkable for his low charges and
for his speedy cures of any diseases of the urino-generative organs. All weaknesses peculiar to ladies speedily
relieved; and you can call on or address the Doctor without fear of monstrous charges. It is for the interest of
females to consult him, as his is a practice peculiar to
France and Spain.
Old chronic cases produced by malpractice of unprincipled men skillfully removed. Young men addicted to
secret habits or sufleriug from seminal weakness can call
and learn their case without intimidation. Good accommodations for patients wishing to remain in the city.
All consultations free. Dispensatory and Office, corner
of Howard and Somerset streets, Boston; entrance 40
Howard street. Address Leek Box ISOM, Boston. Office
hours from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
35sp

R

Puberty,—'Change

Physician.

N. B. Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confidence
all diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience.
Inviolable Segresv and Certain relief.

on

sply44

3VL. a.. oxjXjtXiiNr^.sar,

House &

PAPER-HANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING, WHITE
WASHING, ENAMELING AND VARNISHING.
Painting and Papering Front Entries, Parlors and Sitting Rooms made a specialty.
GRAINING WITH “MACHINE,” IN OIL.
49* All work done in the best
Slate promptly attended to.

Shop in next building
6rasp33

“Fear not the heat, though full aud high
The sun has scorched the autumn sky.”

Scott’s words, above, were almost prophetic. The lassitude and loss of appetite incuced by extreme heat are
removed by aglass ot SONOMA WINE BITTERS. Sold
by druggists and grocers.
A HEMPEN CRAVAT
Would look well around the necks of those who adulterate our food. Human ingenuity has been severely taxed
to produce a perfectly pure tonic stimulant, of which SONOMA WINE BITTERS is the result. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., Proprietors, Bostou.

THE UNION
Of aromatic, astringent and carminative barks, plants
and roots, with a pure old wine, forms the SONOMA
WINE BITTERS. All who have tried it are in favor of
the Union, Sold by all druggists and grocers.

Ship Painter,

manner.

north of New
HIGH ST.,

_MARK!I-’

Orders left

on

England House
BELFAST, ME

I >.

In this city, 27th ult., by Rev. W. O. Thomas Mr.
James McCauley and Miss Lucy Walker, both of this
city;
also by the same 27th ult., Mr. John K. Tierce and Miss
Martha C. Carter, both of Montville.
In Gouldsboro, Ezra Tufts of Sullivan and Delia Shaw
of Steuben.
In Tremont, Mr. John W. Ober and Miss Henrietta Farrell, both of Tremont.
In Brewer, Mr. Allen II. Smith of Bucksport and Miss
Abby M. Sparks of Orland.
In Bangor, Mr. James Simpson of New
Haven, Conn,
and Miss Persia A. Wentworth of Waldo.
In Montville, Mr. George L. Sith of Camden and Miss
Abby F. Hamilton of Montville.
In Montville, Mr. Almond B. Messer of Hollis and Miss
Aden J. Penny of Lewiston.
In Searsport, Mr. Simon R, Lufkin and Miss Louisa F.

Bray.

SUBSCRIBERS, ASSESSORS of the city
of Belfast, hereby give notice to the inhabitants of
said Belfast, to make out and to bring in to them true
and perfect lists ot their polls and all their estates, real
and personal, not by law exempt lrom taxation, which
they arc* or may be possessed ot on the first day of April,
A. D., 1869, and that they will be in session at their office
over the store of Oakes Angier, in said Belfast, from the
1st day of April to the loth day ot April next, for the
purpose of receiving said lists.
Highway Surveyors of the several districts are requested to bring in their several tax books of 1868, after the 1st
day ot April.
Agents of the several school districts are requested to
make returns in writing to the Assessors, of the number
of scholars belonging to each family in their school districts, their names and age, together with the names of
the heads of the family as soon as may be after the first of
April next.
Any person who neglects to comply with this notice
and who thus assigns the Assessors the unpleasant duty
of dooming him, will thereby be debarred of his right lo
make application to the County Commissioners for any
abatement of his taxes, unless he makes it appear that lie
was unable to offer such lists at the time appointed as
aforesaid.

THE

CHARLES 3IOORE,
GEORGE WOODS,

NOAH 31.
Assessors of the
March 24.1869.

MATHEWS,
City of Belfast.
37
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DATOA A CO.,
Greeti's Liiiulin^, He.
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AUCTION.
Valuable Farm, Stock, Ilay, Carriages, Farming Utensils, and Household Goods by Auction. T he subscriber
will sell by Auction, on Saturday, April 10, 1809, at ten
o’clock, A. M., the Farm on which he ow lives, situated
in Unity, on the road leading from Freedom Village to
Unity Village, 2 miles from former and 4 miles from latter
place. The Farm contains 150 acres of first-rate Lind suitably divided into mowing, tillage, Sec.; cuts 45 tons of
Hay, good Farm House, VV'ood Shed, Wagon House,
goodShopand Barn 52x42 with shed attached.
Also at same lime 2 Horses, 1 Cow and Calf, 1 yearling
Bull Calf, 0 Sheep, 23 tons pressed hi y. Wagons, Sleigh,
Sleds, Double and Single Harnesses, Horse Rake and other farming tools, Household goods, &e., &c.
This sale oilers great inducements to purchasers, who
are invited to examine the property, pryor to the day of
sale. 4®* This sale is positive and without Reserve.
J A JIGS JL. IILE'f HE V.
Terms at sale.
Unity, March 12,18G9. 4vv3G C. C. CRARV, Auc’r.

PROBATE

NOTICES-

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of Match, in
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
COOK of Belfast, having presented a petition
that the Administratrix on the Estate ot Benjamin Brown, late ot Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, may be authorized to convey to her certain real
estate, situate in said Belfast, agreeably to the contract
of said deceased.

At

MARY

Ordered, Thut the said Mary give notice to all persons
interested by causiug a copy ot this order to be pubiishe d
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Cutiil, to be- held at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew cause, if any they nave, why the
prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w30
SUBSCRIBER HEREBY GIVES PUBLIC
NOTICE to all concerned, that he has been duly appointed and taken upon himself the trust ol Administrator of the Estate of Mary Cilley, lateot Brooks, in the
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bind as the Jaw
directs; he therefore requests all persons who are in-

THE

to

said deceased’s

estate to

make immediate pay-

ment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement :o him.
PETEK CILLEY.
3w37
fTIHE SUBSCRIBER HEREBY

GIVES

PUBLIC

1 N OTICE to all concerned, that he has been duly ap
pointed and taken upon liimselt the trust of Administrator of the Estate ot Isaac Taylor, late ot Racine, Wisconsin, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he

therefore requests all persons who arc indebted to said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
W. H. FOGLER.
settlement to him.
3w3G
a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot March in
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
KEEN, Admiuinistrator of the Estate ot Chas.
in said County of Waldo,
• Foy, late of Palermo
deceased, having presented his final account ot Anraiuon
said
estate
for
istiation
allowance.
Ordered That the said Adm’r give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy ol this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
printed at Beliast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said County,
on the second Tuesday ol April next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B, P. Field, Register. 3w3G

At

RL.

a

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the

County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot March, in
ithe year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
rriHE SUBSCRIBER HAS ON HAND iJOO BBL3.
FOY, widow of Charles Foy, late of Palermo,
X of PORGIE BAIT—late caught and in good order.
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presentThose, desirous of having good bait lor a Spring Trip, ed a
petition for an allowance from the personal estate of
would do well to call.
ALVIN G. BEVERAGE.
said deceased.
36
Pulpit Harbor, North Haven, March 10, 1869.
Ordered, That the said Mary give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy ot this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal printLessons in Wax Flowers.
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
will give lessons in the art of be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
’iVTISS* R*
_lvX making Wax Flowers to those desiring instruction. second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before
Rooms at 3Irs. Walker’s, Cross street. Specimens of her noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
work may be seen at the stores ol Wm, O. Poor & Son, of said petition should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
and Timothy Thorndike.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3\v3G
3w37
Belfast, March 22, 1869.

MARX

A SPLENDID

ROOM

STOCK OF

FOR

PAPERS

just opened at J. C. THOMPSON’S and will be sold
low as the lowest.
2m37
March 23, 1869.

as

next Court of Bankruptcy, for the Countv ot
Waldo, will be held ai the office ot the Register of
Probate, in Belfast, on the twentieth day ol April.
A.D. 1809, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
PETER TIIAjCHER.
Register in Bankruptcy, f,th Cong. Dist., Me.
March
1809.
Belfast,
24tf.
4,

C3

43
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U

Mailed

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
rpiIE
A.

District Court of the United
States. District ot Maine.

SALE.

SCHR. “EBEN HERBERT,” about 113
fctous, old measurement, carries Mo M lumber, well found in Sails, Ritrgiuq, Chains,
Anchors, Sc. Enquire of
«'
■wmmB*
JACKSON, Tenants Harbor.
I January 5, I860.
tf2G

(
j

n v..,,TTt>T/,v
in bankruptcy.

N. KNOX, a Bankrupt.
NOTICE that a Petition

In the matter of WILLIAM

__

4^>-N *c°"

d

At

FOR SALE.

3
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IS TO GIVE

having
been presented to the Court,
the twentieth day
THIS
A. L>.,
William N. Knox ol East Macliion

August,

ot

I80t>, by

as, in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he might be
decreed to have a lull discharge Irom all his debts, provu
ble under the Bankrupt Act, upon which an Order oi Notice issued irom said Court, returnable on the 30th day of
November, A. D., 1808, which Order ol Notice through
accident, and without fault upon the part of the Petitioner was not complied with, and on the application ot the
Petitioner another Order ol Notice on sanl Petition was
issued October 29th, A. D., 1808, which Order, through
inadvertance, and without the fault of the Petitioner was
obeyed only in part, and said Petitioner now, on this 23d
da> of February, A. D., 1809, having applied to the Court
lor a new Order of Notice on Ins* said Petition, upon
reading said Petition anew, it is ordered by the Court
that a hearing be had upon the same, on the first Monday
of May, A. D., 1809, belore the Court in Portland, in said
District, at 10 o’elok, A. M., and notice thereof be pub
Iished in the Machias Republican and the Republican
Journal, newspapers printed in saiu District,once a week
lor three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at
said time and place, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE.
3w3G*
Clerk of District Court lor said District.
District Court of the United
STATES, District ot Maine.

t

{

T..

lN Ka.nkruio.

GEORGE W. COLLINS, Bankrupt
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has been
TJTUI3
_1_ presented to the Court, this twentieth day of March,
A. D., 1809, by George W. Collins, ot Deer Isle, in said
District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to
have a full discharge from all hia debts, provable under
the Bankrupt Act, individually, and as a member of the
firm of Collins & Co., consisting of the petitioner and
John K. Collins, and also as a member of the firm of E.
K. Collins & Co., consisting ol the petitioner and Elvira
K. Collins, and upon reading said petition, it is ordered
by the Court that a hearing be had upon the same, on the
first Monday ot September, A. D.. 18(39, before the
Court in Portland, in said District, at 10 o’clock, A. M.,
and that notice thereof be published in the Rockland Free
Press and the Republican Journal, newspapers printed in
said District, once a week for three weeks, and that all
creditors who have proved their debts and other persons
in interest may appear at said time and place, and shew
cause, if any they have why the prayer of said PetLiou
should not be granted.
WM. P. BREBLE,
3w38*
Clerk of District Court lor said District.
In the matter of

District Court
STATES.

of the

United

District of Maine.

\

Tv

K
.....ni.PT.
B.vNKIiiPTO.

In the matter of BENJAMIN

LANE, Bankrupt.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a petition has been
rpHIS
X presented to the Court, this twenty-third day of March,
A. D., 1869, by Benjamin Lane of Vinalhaven, in said
District, Bankrupt, praying that he may he decreed to
have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under
the Bankrupt Act, both as an individual aud as a member of the firm of J. & B. Lane, consisting of the petitioner and Joseph Lane; and upon reading said petition,
it is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had upon the
same, on the first Monday ol June, A. D., 1809, before
the Court in Portland, in said District, at ten o’clock, A.
M.,und that notice thereof be published in the Rockland
Free Press, and the Republican Journal, newspapers

printed in said District, once a week for three weeks, and
that aii creditors who have proved their debts, and other
persons in interest, may appear at said time and place,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer ot said
WM. P. PREBLE,
petition 9hould not be granted.
3w38
Clerk ol District Court for said District.

VELOCIPEDES!
Of all the Various
ARE

Styles,

MANUFACTURED BY

WM. P. SARGENT A CO.,
CARRIAGE BUILDERS,
BOSTON.
Tlie Public and the Trade can
now be promptly supplied.

SALESROOMS, \
BOSTON.
March 1,18GU.

;)m3,

PHCENIX SALOON
—REMOVED TO—

No. 3, PHCENIX ROW.
located at the Store
SUBSCRIBER is
M. Feavcy & Co.. where
THE
cently vacated by Messrs.
him prepared to furnish
tind
all lormer customers will
now
L.

re-

lunches not surpassed iu any other Saloon in the city.
Our present stock of Fancy Goods will be sold at reduced Rates until April 1st, In order to make room for
AMOS STORER, No, 3 Phoenix Row.
new goods.
3w36
Belfast, March 10, 1809.

jotlrg,
THE

RUT NOBLE.—Self-help for Young Blen,
who having erred, desire a better manhood. Sent
in sealed letter envelopes, free of charge. If benefitted
return the
Address
Box P,

ERRING

|Uto ^bbtrtiscments.

postage.
Philadelphia, Pa.

ESTABLISHED 1830.

SPIRITS MYSTERIES

\nd slight, withal, may be the things which bring
Hack on the heart the weight which it would fling
Aside for ever;—it may be a sound—
A tone of music—summer’s breath, or spring—
A flower— a leal—the ocean—which may wound—
Striking th’ electric chain wherewith we are darkly
Chtlde Harold
bound.

Saws! Saws !|
Saws Saws

that dwelleth in sweet sounds to waken
Vague yearnings, like the sailor’s for the shore,
remembrances, whose hue seems taken
rom some bright former state, our own no more;

!~ net this all a mystery?—Who shall say
\V hence are those thoughts, and whither tends

WELCH &

1 h' sudden images of vanish’d things,
1 hat o'er the spirit flash, we know not why;
Tones from some bioken harp’s deserted strings,
Warm sunset hues of summers long gone by;
A rippling wave—the dashing of an oar—

Cures legally guaranteed or money
Inventor of the Celebrated Patent InBy
visible Organic Vibrator lor Incurable Deafness. Send
lOcts. for Treatise on Deafness, Catarrh and Scrofula,
Dr. T. II. S TILL WELL, 1-J8 Bleeker St., N. Y.
~

flower-scent floating past our parents’ door;
A word—scarce noted in its hour perchance,
^ et back returning with a plaintive tone;
A -mile—a sunny or a mournful glance,
Full ot <weet meanings now from this world flown;
Are not these mysteries when to life they start,
And press vain tears in gushes Irom the heart?

night’s

“

The

clear ?

AXE,”

TAKE pleasure in announcing to the citizens of

AND

imbly—for knowledge strives in vain to feel
ller way amidst these marvels of the mind,
uiidismay’d—for do they not reveal
I h’ immortal being with our dust entwined
So I t us deem ! and e’en the tears they wake
Mi tJl then be blest, for that high nature’s sake.
li

Grant’s First Retreat.

Washington correspondent
Cincinnati Enquirer, says :
the

The negroes, Tomlin and Johnson, who were
hung at. Mobile a few days ago, met their fate
with shocking levity.
They donned their
.-hrouds without assistance, at the same time
making humorous allusions to the fit, Tomlin
r.marking: “Mine tits bully, “and is nice
enough for a wedding gown.” Tomlin asked
for a cigar, which he smoked with great coolness, saying it would be his last. When his
hands were being tied, he said: “Tie me tight,
air. Joe, and pray don’t go to hell, but go to
heaven.” Johnson was very cool and collected, but did not appear quite so hardened as
Tomlin. The condemned marched firmly to
the scaffold, followed by the sisters of the
church, all singiug and praying. During the
reading of the sentence, Tomlin cried out to a
boy in a tree near by. “You had better be
praying.” Both confessed their guilt. The
rope was cut by means of a drop-knife concealed on the side of one of the uprights. The
trap fell, and the unfortunate men were dangling iu the air. Johnson died easily and without a struggle, but Tomlin writhed for quite a
minute. When the drop fell an attempt at a
cheer was made by the crowd. Fifteen minutes
afterwards the bodies were cut down and pronounced dead by the surgeon. It was found
that their necks had not been broken, the rope
slipping too far in tlie rear of the neck to accomplish dislocation.

AGENTS

Secrets ©f the
tw-reat City®

E3P We

It contains ,l.'» line engravings; and is the
Spiciest, and
mo8t Thrilling, Instructive and Cheapest work of the
kind published.

as

employ

TDER,.

(Filly $2.50 per Copy. TOOTH
Agents
meeting
unprecedented

Assist the

no

Sight I

Peddlers

success. One
in Luzerne Co.,
l*a., reports 41 subscribers the first day.
One in Meriden, Conn., Gs in two
and
a great many
days,
others from 100 to 20) per week.
Send for circulars with terms, and a lull
description of
the work. Address JONES BROTHERS & CO.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Inferior works of a similar charac1 1 \J l\ * ter are being circulated. See that the
books you buv contain :*.# line
engravings and sell at
$2.50 per copy.

ly40

AGUE CURE,

Aleuts

n

anteil for

the Lipjs

and

$3.00,

MANUFACTURERS

ASSORTMENT OF

DRESS

Cloaks and

GOODS,

Cloakings.

Ss
years ago my litt’c daughter came into my office
suffering intensely with the Tooth ache, and im
relief.
Creosote and Oil Cloves, the usual reme
plored
dies, were suggested to my .mind, but these I judged

rj^.KN

too harsh and unsafe for her tender years, fortuof this mixture which I had
prepared especially for Neuralgia, Nervous Headache, &c., was at
hand, I saturated a piece of cotton and inserted in the
aching tooth, and to my utter astonishment, in
were

$3 Wonder.

nately a bottle

IIDI'ITRY MERTYG MACIIIY'E.
Only Three Hollars. Simule, practical ard durable.
Makes the Elastic chain stitch, and adapted for all kindLESS THAN FIVE
ot plain sewing. Any child can
operate it. An elegant the pain was entirely removed. Since then I have preGift, lestimonials daily. Sent in
order
on rescribed it in quite a thousand cases, and in no
perfect
ceipt of price, $•'!. Address Industry **e\» ing-Itl ii- except in ulceration of the nerve, when reliefinstance—
was parchlne Co:, Manciiestek, N. LI.
tially obtained—has it to my knowledge failed to give
almost

HOSIERY,

entitled

GLOVES,

IMMEDIATE RELIEF.

AGENTS WASTE»
intensely interesting Book,

!
|

Our New West.

In soreness of the gums or ugue in the hice. it is unexcelled. And added to all this, its innocent effects on the
system, it will not iniure an infant to swallow it, but
on trie
contrary, it is an admirable carminative, In cases ot

Neuralgia

BY SAMUEL BOWLES.

and

Mervous

apply to the parts affected

with

WORSTEDS,

neighbor

Diabetes,

of

Neuralgia

her

and herself of

lady

a

a

A volume ot travel, experience and observation with
Vice-President Colfax, among our new .States and Territories, between the Missouri River and the Pacific Ocean.
Describing the magnificent scenery of this wonderful
country-its Gold and Silver mines, farms, See.—their
conditions and prospects. The Pacific Pailroad—its route
your gratitude to God, that lie graciously created the
—scenery—how it is pushed and built. I Ik- Mormons— circumstances
to develop this splendid remedy.
their social life, religion and politics. Interviews between
Prepared solely by the accidental discoverer and proBrigham Young, Mr. Colfax and Mr. Bowles. The Morand for sale by dealers in Medicine
mon women—how they like
prietor,
etc.
The
Polvgamy, etc.,
everywhere.
Chinese and Indians—what they do. how they live, their
f. a.
habits, religion and vices. In brief this work is the
lreshest, most graphic portrayment of the country and
peojile described, yet written or published,

NOTIONS, &c.

THE BEST FAMILY SEWMACHINE IN THE
WORLD. Making four distinct stitches. Each stitch being alike on both sides of the
fabric. It is almost noiseless.
The needle easily adjusted. It
has the celebrated reversible
leed motion, which by simply
turning a thumb screw the
\ work will run either to the
right or left, to fasten the end

i

sions given. Apply to, or address,
HARTFORD PUBLISHING CO., Hartford Cl.
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SPEER,

MEDICAL ASD

tl, OFFICE
Strict, Alonfon.

FADELFOItD give

W. F.

DR.todis*
of

tses

J.

M IU.K

Xo. 20 Eiullcoft

exclusive attention

s

ofthegeniro urinary

organs, and all dis-

prhnie nature, in both sixes.
Dll. FADFI.FORD has gained a great celebrity for the
cute of the above diseases than
my phv.-iciaii m America,
llis great success in those h ng stamliug and difficult
cases, Mu ll as were lounerly considered incurable, is sutlicient to commend him to the public as worthy the extensive patronage ho haa received.
eases

a

It is

deplorable

to witness

some

of the

cases

that

are

presented to him, where the disease has 1- u driven into
the system by quacks, the abuse ot Mercury and
<opai\a,
Sec., to break out again in the form of spots and ulcers on
the body, pain in the joints, sore throats, night sweats,

Palsy

are

HERR Y HARK,
OlXOF.R,

<

Hroadnar, .1. ¥'., uiul l*ait«aic, .¥,
l. 5(

41

lady

facts

by physi-

use

and such other 11« rbs and Koots as will in all cases assist
digestion, and give
TONK AND MOOII TO
Tin: YOI NO AND OLD,
MAKE AND FEMALE,
All u-c it with wonderful success; brings ( OI.OII to
the pal. and white lipOtoom and llvuiiiv to the
Cures
thin, \\ inkled taco, and careworn countenance.
Fever and gives appetite. Try them; use none other.—
Ask lor Speer’s Standard Witters.
Sold by W!tt. O. POOH <& SOX.

eyesight

foregoing

much in

so

on

I'Eli V Yl A S HARK,
CAMOMILE FLOWER,
SXAKF ROOT,
WILD

QUACIv NOSTRUM-MAKERS.

the

II CURS A\» HOOTS !

M H E.

large

through

Notwithstanding

2'Aem /

Eipuil

Speer’s Standard Wine

false certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them; or who, besides, to further their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and eft* cts of different herbs and plants,
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifies
&c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercurv, because
of the ancient belief of its
curing everything," but now
known to
kill more than is cured," and those not
killed, constitutionally injured for life.

Marysville,

LTH

BEAU TV

Xo Bitters to

EARS

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Sj tri.il
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
Diplomas ot institutions or Colleges, which never- xist.-i!
in any part ot the world; others exhibit Diplomas ot tinbead, how obtained, unknown; not only usMiming and
advertising in names of those inse rted in the diplomas,
but to further their imposition assume names of other rolebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived
by

~~nr

EA

and emaciation.

to

some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
Hardly a day passes but helms patients recommended
Cal., Thomas B. Attkissou, who has the of
the life and health of others, there are those among to liis care by physicians from the country, and this and
perjure themselves, contradicting giving other cities, who have not tlo means ot gaining sufficient
Chills, buys a box Of SPENCE’S POS- them whotoeven
their patients, or that it is contained iu their experience toleuabie them to cure the worst of all dismercury
ITIVE AND NEGATIVE POW- nostrums, so that the “usual tee” may be obtained ft eases.
ru VOIN (j MEN.
professedly curing, or “the dollar,’’ or fraction ol it,"
DERS of a passing tin peddler, aud though may be obtained "for the nostrum. Jt is thus that many Seminal Weakness, or »\.nstiintioual Debility brought
are decc ived, also, and spend large amounts for expn(only secret habits indulged in by young men’. This is
having “no more confidence in them than meuts win. itiackery.
one of the greatest evils that can betal man.
it begets
DR. DUX'S
Di.-- as- ot the Heart,
Dyspepsia, F.maci*
so much dust,” yet
they “cure his chills like charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly at ion of the Frame, andConsumption.
ends in complete Idiocy,
finally
and all may rely on him with the stricte-t liy causing a rush *f blood
t’o^tlie head,.it often termia charm
aud John Wregh.t, nearer by, at confidential,
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, con- nates in Apoplexy.
dition or situation of anv one, married or single.
Persons
from
XKUVoL's
suflcritig
DEHILITY, esp»
East Walnut Iliil, Ohio, has a
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of tin
great and United
cially those coutgiuplatit.-g marriage, should lose no time
States,
in making immediate application.
|
wonder
worked
All
on
letters
advice
must
contain
oikdollar
to
unexpected
requiring
insure an answer.
him by the POWDERS , they cure him I Address Dr. L. Dlx,No. 21 Endicott St. Boston, Mas- 1 I)r l’AL'El.FUliDTOis FEMALES.
...Iniitud by the best medio,
Boston Jan. 1 1861*—1 yr
talent ot the country to have no equal in the treatment
of a
Rupture of twenty-five years duraot Female Complaints, and it ism* unusual occurrence
for physicians in regular practice to recommend patients
tion, to say nothing of his cured Rheuto him tor treatment when aillicted in his
speciality.
G.
P.
Radios will receive the most scientific mention.’ both
LOMBARD,
matism. From the east, Mrs. N. S. Damedically and surgically. Hoard, with old and experienced nurses, will be furnished those who wish to re
vis, of West Cornville, Me., reports that
main in the city
treatment.
1

the doctors declare that Mrs. Melvin Lin-

(By Mail—Postage Paid)
larye Iteil Wetherslleld,
per pound $5
4*
4*
Yellow Danvers,
$3
of seams.
It will hem, fell,
Yellow Duti’li or Straslxirg*,
$3 bind, braid, gather and sew on a rutile at the same time,
Address
JAMES SHEPFAKD,
and quilt without marking.
P. O. Box 2972.
249 Pearl Street, N. Y
Also oil, rubber, needles &c. For sale by Mrs. C. F.
MOK1SON, Belfast, who will be happy 10 show the machine to all, who will call at her house, where they are
kept constantly on hand.

STORE,

**

Belfast, Feb. 10,1808.

To thei Working Class:—I am now
prepared to
furnish all classes with constant
employment at their
homes the whole of the time, or for the
spare moments.
Business new, light and profitable.
Filty cents to $f>
per evening, is easily earned by persons ol'cither sex,
and the hoys and girls earn nearly as much as men. Great
inducements are offered those who will devote their whole
time to the business; and, that every person who sees
this notice may send me their address and test the business themselves, I make the
following unparalleled oiler:
To all who arc not well satisfied with the business, I will
send C'l to pay for the trouble of writing me. Full
particulars, directions, &c., sent free. Sample sent by mail
for lOets. Address E. C. Allkx, Augusta, Me.

S.
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FURNISHED

AND

FITTED
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GILLUM,

HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE,

Expressly for

them,

in

the

ORNAMENTAL

Is ainter.
GRAINING, GLAZING,

GILDING, and PAPER
the neatest Style,
SHIP’S

HANGING executed in
CABINS Grained, varnished and polished in the most
Modern and Best Style. BLINDS painted at a lower
1’i'iee than can be done at any other Shop; if done before
thy 1st of April or May. Also, CARRIAGE PAINTING at the lowest CASH prices.

die in three days, aud PIKEAIX
ROW, IlELF.irr, .TIAIA'E.
thereupon she takes the POWDERS, and
bought out dr. burgess, he
in four
will be happy to wait on his old customers and the
days is seated at the break- Having
teeth filled and restored to their origgenerally,
fast table, with her family ; from the inal
public
shape. Teeth with exposed nerves treated and tilled.
Artificial
teeth
of
the
best quality inserted at reasunabb
West, C. L. Child, of Decorah, Iowa, re- rates. Gold and Silver
Plate taken in exchange. All
ports that the box sent to Mr. Moore put |
him on his feet again, aud the box
sent to himself cured his wife of
|

Complaint,

Kidney
grandson
Croup.

and his

of

Penobscot River

NEW AND ELEGANT

BRICK

AXEL

BLOCK,

HAYFORD, Esq.,

THIS

Tanite Emery Wheel Cuts fast, does not I
glaze, gum, heat or smell, and is cheap. For circuIars, address The Tanite Co., Strousburg, Pa.

THE

“It is better to love a person you cannot
marry than to marry a person you cannot
love.” This is a short text for a long ser- $3000 Salary. Address U. S. Piano Co., N. V.
mon, which human experience will continue
to preach to the last
syllable of recorded HANCOCK
KEPT ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
time.

CAUTION

HOUSeTbOSTOnT

EMPIOI

doubts
their ph>steal condition. Sent free of
postage
to any address on receipt of 25
cents, in stamos or postal
currency, by addressing Dr. I.A CROIX, No. .T1 Maiden
N.
Lane, Albany,
i.
The author may lie consulted upon
any of the diseases upon which his books treat, either
or by mail, and medicines sent to
any part of

Church

Street.

FISHING SCHOONER

1< OR SALE LOW. The Schooner Senator, ‘.15 tons O. M. in good order, well
f*mud in Sails, Cable and Fishing Gear.
Apply to 10. B. GARDNER,
Buck sport, Me,

LOMBARD.

JOHN I).

LINCOLN, M. V., Brunswick; .1. II. LOM-

V. ME1VALE, M■
BARD, Dentist, Brunswick;
chant, Brunswick; A. (,. TENNHt, Editor Brunswick
Telegraph; R, li. L'UNNINUIIAM. M. 1'., Wi-, asset;
of OWEN ST. C. O’BRIEN, M. D.. Bristol.
ttaj

baud, Nelson S. Woods,
shouts that the POWNeb.,
City,
DERS have “have knocked his
rheumatism higher than a kite
on the other, a
neighbor of II. Webster, of
East Pembroke, N. Y., declares that lie
one

pain

it desired.

REFERENCES.

Swan

NOTICE.
AFTER

ON' AND

March

Tuesday,

15th.

THE STEAMER

MANHOOD. HOW LOST, HOW RESTORED!
•Just published, ;i new edition of C iitv«rwell !*
OlebrutHl Emmhv on the
radical cure, without medicine' oi SfKH
.'IA i'»i:unu-.a, or M'uunal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, hii*(»n:x. v. Mental amt
I’hvsical Incapacity Impediments t- Marriage
t,;,j.
m>. < ’• n
m i’ i!«• \
l!i*i I I’s v ami ill-, indu'd Oy
indulgenn- or sexual extravagance
Brice, in a sealed envelope, only 0 cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable
essa> clearly
demonstrates from a thirty year’s successful prai tiee,
that the alarming consequences ot -elf abuse mav be
ieally cured without the dangerous use ot internal medicine or the application of the knile
pointing out a mode
of cure at once simple, certain and cib-ciual, bv mean-< f
which every sull'erer, no matter w bat his condition
may
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately, and
ru<HcnUy.
$This Lecture should be in tin hands of every
and
man
in the land.
youth
every
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any
address,
postpaid, on receipt of six cents. «,r two post stamps.
Also, l>r. < Tilverwell’s Marriage Guide,” \ rice *J5 cents.
Address the Publishers,
<11 AS, ,J. r KJ I \ L
CO.,
Iv»7 Rowcn 5icw lorl*. i’ostoilie. lb>\ 4 in 41
>

rad-’
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OAMBRIDG-E,
CAPT. J. P. .JOHNSON, will make but one trip p. r
week leaving BELFAST ev«-rv TUESDAY, at J
11->-k,
1* M.
RETURNING—Will leave BOS ION
rv FRIDAY
at 5 o’clock, P. M.
GFO. (i WEI.I".
Belfast, March 1, IS*A-;K>n.

Ayer’s

The panorama is endless. The stream flows
onward, a living, moving demonstration of
the power of SPENCE’S POSITIVE
AND NEGATIVE POWDERS, and
their mission of mercy to humanity.

A MOST WOTUERVl'L MEIHCME,
SO SII.EVT T*f SO Kl IK ACim v A
penetrating, deep-searching, irresistible curative ag.-nt,
standing alone, unrivalled, without an equal. HI E
POSITIVE
AH II
NEGATIVE
POWDERS strike at (lie root of diieate; yet they :
do no violence to the system, causing no purging, no
vomiting, no nausea, no narcotizing. Tliey noodle
and charm an<l magnetize, and steal into the
centres ot vitality, flooding them with currents of new
life, and bathing them in streams of magnetism which
give health, strength, vigor and elasticity to both body
and mind.
THE
POSITIVE
POIVDERM
AltE
HOOTUKU A.vn MAU.TKT1C. They lull
and hush the most sleepless and restless mind ortho
most agonized body into the sweet slumber of childhood
and the gentle sleep of infancy. They are all |ion
erful m controlling Spasms, Cramps, Convulsions,
Fits, St. Vitus' Dance and Colic. They allay Fevers,
and Inflammations acute or chronic. They cure Rheumatism, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Croup, Diabetes, and
Affections of the Kidneys. They put a veto on
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Rowel Complaints, Nausea, Vomiting. They cliarm away Neuralgia, Sciatica, Tic
DouToureaux, Headache, Toothache, Earache, and l’ains
of all kinds.
They cure Indigestion, Heartburn.
Sour Stomach and Dyspepsia in every form. They are
a ftllent hut mire Mucce** in all Female Diseases
and Weaknesses. T housands of patients report them to
be the liewt medicine ever lined in the above diseases, us well as in Catarrh, Scrofula, Erysipelas, Small
Fox, Measles, Scarlet Fever, and kindred Affections.
THE
31 EG ATI V E POWDER*
AWE
STIMU LATING AMD ELECTlllC. They
give strength and flexibility to the palsied or
paralyzed muscle or limb. They open the vision
ot the blind amaurotic eye.
They quicken and
electrify the paralyzed nerve, and the lust sense is restored, thus causing the deaf to hear again, ai d bringing
back the sense of Taste, Smell or of Feeling.
Thev
route the vital energies of the patient m Typhoid
and Typhus Fevers, and the prostration of death speedily gives way to the vigor and buoyancy ol health.
In Fever and Ague in all of its forms, the POSITIVE AID NEGATIVE POW DERM know
no aucli thing-an fail—the Negatives for the Chills,
the Positives for the lever.
The magic control of the Positive an«l
Negative Powders over disease* of ull
kinds, is wonderful beyond ull precedent.
They are adapted to all ages and both sexes, and to every variety of disease, ana in these respects they are

Tor

restoring Gray t!a;r {-.
Vitality and Color.

its natural

THE GREATEST FAMILY MEDICOE
OE THE AGE.

PHYSICIANS extol them. AGENTS are delighted with them. DRUGGISTS find ready sale
for them. Printed terms to Agents and Physicians sen
lree.
Full explanations and directions accompany each Box.
Special written directions will be sent free, if a brief
description of the disease is given. Circulars sent free.

PRICE

AN INSPECTION OF OUR

I

1
1
41
12

44
22

Boxes,

PRICES

NO. 37i ST.

MARKS PLACE
York..

PROF. PAYTON

Belfast, December 9th, 1868.
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SPENCE, M.D.,

advi.-t-r,

-JI
All letters

Jr

to

EmlU-ott Itrcet,

requiring advice

llostou.

must contain

one

insure an answi r.

dollar to

Boston, Jan. 1, 1800—lyr
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Nothing

use.

of

hair

chocked.

liair

often, Though
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hair where tiie follicles arc destroyed,
the glands atrophied and th-raved.
But such as remain can he .-aw! tinusefulness hv this application,
in-: ;■!
of fouling the hair with a p,. :
s.■■ 11ment. it will keep it dean atd v
: 1.1
Its occasional use will prcv« c.t l
1 air
from turning gray or hillii n off. and
Fr, e
consequently prevent baldsn ss.
front those deleterious suhsiam es which
make some piSpurations (lane rous and
injliriou- to the hair, the \ in >r cat:
only bendit hut not harm it. it wanted

or

1

merely tor a
HAIR
nothing

else

can
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so
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Co,,

Analytical Cmlmims,

LOWKLh,

away nud I >hall

PHT1 I ISIC !

-MKUWATKI' IMI.ll.AXT
T K'yls'
the only rrrtiiin relief and

for

probable

l'hthlsio,

cure ever

U

of

lead to the public.
Inhaled with the breath, it
goes directly to the Lungs and relaxes the contracted nerve or
*
which encircle the air tubes, and the
patient
breathes tree, easy and natural. Phthisic D
brought on
by so many different causes that it is impossible to adjust
anyone remedy as a cure for all persons thus afflicted,
but my Inhalant neeer fails to im mediately ..n. ve aii
case' <>f I’hthi.de iroin whatever cause >t
may huvo beeu
brought on ; it i< alwu.v sate and always reliable.
Price 75 cents. By mail $1oo. Sold" at u holesale
and
retail by S. A. How* s & t o., !>■ ifast, M
Orders from dealers in medicine, n
'pectfully solicited.
J. C. I.LWIS,
Proprietor,
14tf
Belfast, Me.

j,,usri

GOLD. SILVER,
i mn, Bruits and Bonds,
Bought

and sold aud

S. A

HI ASS.

BI’IiFAST
T

I

highest price paid by

HOWES & CO.

it.oo.

sale by all Druggistsin Belfast.

( 1 1 1

»0\|)S !

for Stock in t!ic Belfast and
Mooxchead Lake
1. llroad. Bonds run 30
a
wars, with interest at tl pet
I'avabl.- s, ini-ai.iiunlly. Now offered tor sale. the
:!r" 111 amount from * too to *1WH( and upwards. U
eoiistUerui the best investment now
otl'eriiur
oan

l"""1'
is

pittas
For

run

grateful perfume.

Prepared by Dr.
Practical

will

Hoar of Woods & Conan ts Store.

PHTHISIC !

■

lustre and

HOKSK,orho

have to g" to frank Perkins Mi.
Co’s, and gi t inv carnage
repaired for they manufacture and repair carriages and
■deigh' in as good style as any other firm in this vicinity
and they kce^
constantly on" hand carriages and sleighs
Ini >ale at the lowest rates. Call and sec before
purcha*4
iug elsewhere.
NIiojp on M aNliin^toii Mireet.

Containing neither oil nor <l\c. it e
not soil white cambric, and yet last.long on the hair, giving it a rich gd -y

“.O.

Address,

SIMONTON BRO’S, & CO.

;;!

-The celebrate.! 1>K*. l
iq\
all Ladi.s who need a M-fisal
call at his Rooms, y< Kinlic-dt St
Boston, Mass., who It they wall lind arranged lor theli
special ace.iinim-darion.
J>U. 1»IX having devoted over twentv years to
this
particular branch ot the treatment ol all diseases peeuliai
to female-, it is n >w conee-b. .1
by all. both in rhis conn
try and Lurope, I that he exei Is all other known practicioners in the safe, speedy and effectual
treatment of all
female complaints.
His niedicim-s are prepare 1 with the
express purpose
of removing all diseases, such as
debiiirv, weakness, uunaturai suppressions, enlargement* ot tie- womb, also all
dis.-hargi s which flow from a nterbld state of the blood.
I h<- Doctor is now fully prepared to treat In his
peculiar
s,.vle, both medically ami surgically, all diseases ot the
toutid.' s, x. and they are respectfully invit. d to cull a
Surirai

.5

»

Sums of $5 or over, sent by mail, should be either in
the form of Post Office Money Orders, or Drafts on New
York, or else the, letter should be registered.

New

IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED.

in;/ whi >

ami rilhcliial
h>r
lli.;
[)I*i'S4.t\ ing
hail’.
I:'cull'el nr
/
Jour is boon r< stor->•
to Us orujn, tl co..-With the
It;. -1
if

•*.

Honey mulled to us is at our risk.
OFFICE,

GOODS AND

div

i-

1.
Negr.
Pos. dc 22 leg. 1.
......

A

rP(> 1H‘- LMMI'.S.
.JL particularly invites

hoalihy,

Hailed, postpaid on receipt of price.
f 1Box,44Poi. Ponders, $1.

To Females in Delicate Health.

DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Endi*
cott St., Boston, is consulted
daily for all diseases incident to the female system.
Prolapsus Uteri or
ol the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
Falling
One
Dollar
each
Rooms,
per day for
Person. other menstrual
derangements, are all treated on new
This House now stands among the first Hoprinciples, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
tels in Boston, having been lately refurnish- pathological
“I say, Pat,” said a Yankee to an Irishfew days. So invariably certain is this new mode
very
ed and put in perfect order. BARNEY HULL,
of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under
man who was digging in his
garden, ‘are Troprietor.
it, and the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater
you digging out a hole in the onion bed?’
experience in the
MEST that pays. For further partic- cure of diseases of women than
any other physician in
“No” says Pat, “I‘m digging out and leavulars, address S. M. SPENCER & CO. Brattleboro Vt Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish
ing the hole.”
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
YEARS’
Experience In the
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole attenTHIRTY
Treatment of Chronic and Sevnal Di«> tion to an
office practice for the cure of Private Diseases
A man who was arrested for stealing
—Physiological View of Marriage.—The cheap- and b emale Complaints,
acknowledges no superior in the
est book ever published—containing
nearly 300 pages, and United States.
the
other
fire
at
a
in
ex110
line
day, pleaded
goods
plates and engravings of the anatomy ot the huN. B.—All letters must contain one
man organs in a state of health and
dollar, or they will
with
a
treatof
his
cuse for extenuation
not be answered.
conduct, that he ise on early errors, its deplorable disease,
consequence upon the
Office hours from 8 A. M. to 9 P. m.
had been in the place but a few days and mind and body, with the author’s plan
of treatment—the
Boston, July 25, 1868.
Iy4
ouly rational and successful mode of cure, as shown by a
hadn’t learned the rules.
report of cases treated. A truthful adviser to the married and those contemplating
who entertain
marriage
of

work warranted. Teeth extracted without
G. 1\

>

paper relates that a pompous old negro lately rode up to the hornet
ton St. Belfast, Id*.
Shop oa
of a citizen of that place, and asked the
r»n.‘50
S. B. GILLUM.
favor of a word at the gate, as he couldu’
well leave his steed.
Boston and
Well, what is it?” quoth the man of the
house.
MERCHANTS’ LINE.
-‘Moruin’ sail? I come to ax if you owed
The Steamship W9I.TIBBETT8,
will leave Itowe’s Wharf, Boston, for Bunanything to Moses W. Dunn, ’ceased. I’m The
ERECTED THE LAST SEASON BY
igor
every Thursday at 12 M., touching at
Ited Jacket Colburn Patent Axe is a splendid tool,
de moderator oh de ’stato now, and wishes
lieiiust, bandy I’omt, liucksport and \Y interport. Re-1
for these reasons: /trsf—Thc Red Jacket cuts
deeper turning will leave W interport every Monday,
at 8 1*2 A.
to settle up all his ’fairs.
I can find plenty than the common bit. Second—It being round on
the
M., touching at the above ports. Freight taken at rea-1
it docs not stick in the wood. Third—
Every chop- sonable rates.
folks dat he owes, but it’s hard work to find cut, with
the common axe must discover that there is as
per
8. 8. LEWIS & CO., Agents.
much labor and strength expended in taking the axe out
any dat owes him
IVo. .Yi main Street,
of the cut as in making the blow. Fourth—This with
Belfast. Oct. 26.
The gentleman didn’t owe anything.
16tf
the Red Jacket is all avoided, and from one-third to onehalf the labor is saved in cutting the sameouantity.
Fifth
—By putting in the same labor that is necessary with a
Belfast Savings Bank.
One of the strongest reasons we ever common axe, you can easily make at least thirty-three
per cent, more wood in the same time.
heard why a married man should get his
The great demand for this axe has
INSTITUTION is now prepared to receive Deus to escompelled
tablish eastern agencies as follows:—Heaton and Denckposits in Suras of One Dollar and upwards, at the
life insured, is that the money would prove
Uart Manufacturing Co.. New York: Banking Hoorn, No. 18 Main St. (Formerly Bank of ComON
w’ fi
a great help to his wife’s second husband, welch & Griffiths, Boston, Mass.; W. II. Cole, Balti- merce Room.)
Interest allowed on deposits of Five Dollars and over.
more, Md., LI PP1XCOTT & BAKEWELL, Manufactuand might be the means of starting him in rers and bole Owners of Colburn’s Red Jacket
ASA FAUNCE, President.
Patent,*
John II. Quimby, Trcas.
Pittsburg, Pa.
business.
Feb.
1809,
Belfast,
46tf
15,
------—.-!

Mississippi

during

French safes for sale, three lor $1. Order by mail.
Fatients who cannot apply in person may by letter.
Medicines sent to all parts of the country.
Office open on Sundays.
21 ly.

OFFICE OVER II. H. JOHNSON’S STORE,

Plaiuview, Minn., has his sore lips of
fifty years duration cured by a single
box of the POSITIVES.
But enough.

ING

|

SURGEON DENTIST

er

►

NEW CROP ONION SEED.

personal^

PIIYSK IAN

in Boston than iu other

numerous

iRoors\
-."J

^

FOR SPRING I'SE, FOR THE WEAK, FOR
THE PALE FOR THE SICKLY, FOR
THE AGED. FOR FEMALES!

BOSTON.

cities,

who

City Drug Store, RoctM.

SPLENDIDLY ILLUSTRATED

The following error in punctuation is a
good illustration of the comma. At a banquet this toast was given : “Woman—without her man, is a brute.”

more

Ml

f -r

fS

STRENGTH

STRANGERS AND TRAVEJ LERS.
imposition ol foreign and native

To avoid and escape

half he cured his
Cough and Kidney
of
four
Me.
years standing. Seth
Complaint
tii
of
Tunnel
Tobey,
City, Wis., has his hearwith Steel Portraits; lull page Engravings, illustrating
SPACIOUS
and
well
LIGHTED
the Mormons, the Indians, the Pacific
restored
; and Jacob L. Sargent, of
ing
Railroad, Digging FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE
tor
etc. Now is the time

I

IN'

will not take one luiadrcd dollars for liis
half box ol Powders, because with the oth-

AT THE

cook,

••

GRADUATE

^

'V

w

,■

VIGOR

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other remedy, he relics upon Mliuury and gives it
to all his
in Pills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrumin another case, as reported by Mrs. P. W. maker, patients,
adds to his so-called Extracts,
equally ignorant, both
Specific,
Antidote,
&c.,
relying upon its effects in
Williams, of Waterville, Me., it is a
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
the land; but, alas! nothing is said of
ways
throughout
whose
is restored from a state of the
balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
are leit to linger and sutler for months or years, until reBlindness caused by a shock of
i lieved or
cured, it posssible, by competent physicians.
BUT AIJ. QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
two years before.
oif in

On the

Headache,

sponge or rag.
And now poor sufferer, with the most
provoking of all
human
nature
is
liable
pains poor
to, try this remedy, and
ii you don’t experience immediate relief from
pain—if
the nerve is not ulcerated—account me an
imposter and
cheat. If, on the contrary, you get relief, manifest
your
to
me in telling the fact to your
gratitude
neighbor, and

lor Agents. It will
gold,
outsell all other EBook*.
Nothing equai. to
it. Send lor our descriptive Circular. Extra commis-

ONLY REGULAR
ADVERTISING

&

'•

:i

$•*

'■

flttllABj.v

engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so well
known to many Citizens. Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Proprietors, &e., that he is much recommended, and particularly to

coln must

MINUTES,

and

Matagorda, Texas,

s\

l

even

SIXTEEN

letter from A. Idle- quacks,

a

Si

1

manufacturing cheaply. Address Post.mastek.

a new

There is

vrl)

f

others and “cures up
Spasms, Fevers,
Measles, and fairly routs everything

SHAWLS,

visit the city ot Muilinoii, luiliana, on the Ohio
River. Central in location; river and rail communication North, South, East and West.
Every facility for

For

from N.'

THE

kW

■*

$ri

L,

DR. DIX
rejoices proudly refers to Professors
and respectable Physicians—
that the POSITIVE AND NEGA- many ot whom consult him in critical cases, because ot
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
TIVE POWDERS have cured his child 8© long experience, practice, and observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
of Cholera Morbus, his wife of Chills! be not reobed and add to
your sufferings iu being deceived
the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises,
by
and Fever and Enlarged Spleen, aud and pretentions of

it is

Times of

and

one

cured of Catarrh by the POWDERS,
aud who straightway admiuis.ers them to

WHITEGOODS,

Unabridged Edition, as arranged by ConyHowsox, with an introduction by Bishop
Simpson. In consequence of the appearance of mutilated editions of this great work, we have been
compelled
to reduce the price of our Complete Edition from £4.50
to $3. E. B. 1 REA1 & CO.,
Pub's, lv»4 Broadway, N, Y.
beake

comes

Away

C* AIITIOINf

ST. PAUL,
Complete

NEW AIVI) (110 M l-

OO OKI’S

ACHE^ND

with

are

well

ami are cheapest, because the best, always
lasting many
years without change being necessary.
O* Une of tlie Firm will visit at the Store of their
Agent every three months, for the purpose of fitting
these having difficult sights, where any spectacles sold
by their Agent during the interval will be exchanged free
of charge if not properly fitted.

WANTED FOK

Work descriptive of the VIRTUES, and the
VICES, the M1MTE1IIEM. MISERIES and
CRIMES of
York City,

A

as

here

IS

POW-

one from Mrs. M. Calvin, of
Dauby Four
Corners, Vt., informing me that the POS-!
I ITIVE AND NEGATIVE POW
DERS 1 iave cured her husband of Jaundice, and of that unmanageable disease,

AN ENTIRELY

is pure, hard and brilliant, and not liable to become
scratched.
4th. That the frames in whicli they are set, whethe
gold, silver or steel, are of the finest quality and finish,
and guaranteed perfect in every respect.
They are the only spectacles THAT

Preserve

and

of

brook,

his

That the material from which the Lenses are
ground is manufactured especially for optic purposes, and

NEGATIVE

a'

"PURS'-

Dli. DIX

AND

:
■■■

Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Lung boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by
do anything,
who will say
perjure theniTroubles and Catarrh, dy the POSIT- ! quacks,
selves, to impose upon patients,) that he

duration.

OPENING

ism
l

DIX'S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
11R.

Church, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, saying that
the NEGATIVE POWDERS have
cured a child of Deafness of six
years

Perfected

Standard
Wine Bitters

continued to pour in upon me, daily in21 Endicott Street, Ronton.
so arranged that patients never see or hear * ach other.
creasing in volume aud power. Here comes isRecollect,
the only entrance to his office is NTo. 21. hava letter from Jos. 1).
his residence, consequently no
Ayres of East Greens- ing no connection with
family interruption, so that on no account can any person
boro, Vt., telling me of the cure of his hesitate applying at hi? otilce.

DERS;

THAT THEY ARE NOW

spectacle

•'kl.

There is nothing,
ancient or modern, to compare with it—
nothing. I am overwhelmed with its vast
power, its extensive range, and the countless wonders which it panoramas before me.
For four years the uninterrupted stream has

IVE

SF1€TA€LSS

These Scales have already taken the first premium at
every New York Annual State Fair since their introduction in lsi>9, and a silver medal from the New
England
State Agricultural Society, Isdg, has been awarded to the
best Hay. Coal and
Sampson Scale Company lor the
Cattle Scales.”
These Scales are constantly on hand and for sale by
A. A. UtAZAIt A CO.
General Agents for the New England States,
Office No. lid Federal St., Boston, Mass.

i

terprise.

Celebrated

Co.

TIIIS

we move—we

For the first time since his appearance
upon the public stage, Gen Grant found
himself, a few days ago, in a position which
he could not hold by the sacrifice of ten or
fifteen thousand lives, and he had to mako
what may be called his first retreat.
Singular that there should be such unfortunate
results to the first official act of his life,
which could not be seconded by the butchery of a few brigades or divisions. An act
in his military career corresponding to the
faux pas of Stewart’s appointment would
not have retarded his progress a moment.
It would only have called forth that exhibition of' genius and courage which, in miliitary men, is supposed to consist in the indifference with which they can see regiments and brigades mowed down ; and the
country, after reading how daringly he had
recovered his lost ground at the trifling
sacrifice of ten thousand killed and wounded, would have voted him a greater General than ever. But, unfortunately for the
new President, the
policy of “attrition,”
which he declared his favorite in the art of
war, could not be applied to the first political blunder of his civil administration,
“My cat’s got the longest tail,” said he,
amid the carnage of the Wilderness.
And
so long as the
sturdy manhood of the North
were willing to contribute to the
length of
that “tail,” so long success, tnrough “attrition,'’ was certain. The blood of the
soldier makes the glory of the General.
But when President Grant undertook to
measure “tails" with
Congress he found his
cat’s tail was a little too short, and in less
than a week after his inauguration he had
to beat his first retreat.
This is the only
true construction to put upon the Stewart
faux pas. Had he withdrawn the nomination upon finding his appointee disqualified,
tlie mistake might easily have been overlooked. But he raised a direct issue with
Congress by asking a repeal of the law of
1 T-fii to legalize his blunder.
The Senate
shook in sycophantic tremor as John Sherman asked its
cowardly acquiesence, under
Sumner’s feeble courage it rallied, and a
day’s reflection made it defiantly brave.
Mr. Stewart “declines,” and returns to New
York to rnouru over his unlucky investment
of ?50,Q00 in the great American Gift En-

BELFAST, HE,
Sole Agent for the sale of their

AM overwhelmed !

or

Mr. C. HERVEY,
Jeweler and Watchmaker,

SALESROOM,

Sampson Scale

BELFAST AND VICINITY

Ilavc appointed

$1,000,000. CAPITAL
COMPANY manufactures Weighlock, Railroad
Track, Hay, Coal, Cattle and Warehouse Scales unW hich have been extensively used in the New
der the Sampson Patents, and every variety of smaller
England States the past eight years, and for which they claim
Scales after the most improved patterns.
the
undermentioned advantages over those in ordinary
These Scales are coming into general use, although
the proof of which maybe seen in their constantly
very recently introduced to the market. Official testi- use,
monials from the Civil Engineer of the Navy Yard, at increasing business during a residence in Hartford of
eight
years.
State
Washington,
Surveyor, and Canal Commissioners
1st. That from the perfect construction of the Lenses,
of the State of New York, and numerous others from
eminent Engineers, Mechanics, Merchants and Corpor- they assist and preserve the sight, rendering frequent
unnecessary.
ations, as to their superiority in all the qualities of ex- changes
-M,
That they confer a brilliancy and distinctness of
cellence claimed for them, are on file, and copies will be
vision, with an amount of ease and comfort not hitherto
furnished on application.
wearers.
enjoyed by

press upon the brink
of viewless worlds, and know it not;
may be, that nearer than we think
Are those whom death has parted from our lot'
KVartully, wondrously, our souls are made—
l.< t us walk humbly ou, but undismayed!

A

RED JACKET

145 & 147 Federal Street. Boston, Mass.

it

nt the

Opticians and Oculists,

England Agents for the

OFFICE

llaply

••Mac,”

MORRIS,

HARTFORD, CONN.,

GRIFFITHS,

Cannot *»e excelled.
(Coll»urn‘fl ihtteni.
Will cut
per cent, more than any other, with less labor.

wake,

Y

BROTHERS & CO.

CELEBRATED

And the strange inborn sense of coming ill,
1 hat ofttimes whispers to the haunted breast,
Jn ;i low tone which naught can drown or still,
Midst feasts and melodies a secret guest;
that shadow fall ?
Whence doth that murmur
\\ hy shakes the spirit thus?—’t is mystery all'

Darkly

Fr ctical

j

Speer's

SELF-ABUSE AND SOL1TAKY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences ;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints ; Nervousness ; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

W OK D E RS !

MANUFACTURERS,
Also New

a

And the far wanderings of the soul in dreams.
Calling up shrouded faces Irom the dead,
And with ttiem bringing soft or solemn gleams,
Fain, iar objects brightly to o’erspread;
And wakening buried love, or joy, or fear—
Tiie-e are
mysteries—who shall make them

CATARRH. SCROFILA

DEIFXESS,
Specialty.
the

LAZARUS <fc

Saws

Saws

their way ?

Simonton

PHILANTHROS,

returned.

The power
And dim

WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L.DIX,
if failing to cure in less time than
any
more effectually and permanently, with
less restraint from occupation or less
exposure to all
weather, with safe and pleasant medicines.

ytlUy

other physician,

FISHERMI \ !
WINTER

JIOOllS.

I am constantly receiving Goods
of the above description, and invite the public generally to cull

wishing to pack in Portland will ilnd It
to their advantage
ISiSlIBHMioN
call
to

on

w. K. M ARK I
Itf

End

l.oug Wharf,

MAN,

PORTLAND,

ME.

FORTLAND & MACHIAS LINE.
and examine.
I shall pay my personal attenTHE STEAMER
For sale also by
Druggists
gen- tion to the cutting, and warrant
orally. If your Druggist has not a fit.
the Powders, send
Xa 33 "W" 1ST <3 KT ,
your money at
once to Prof- Spence’s address, as
II. L.
( ipl. C’HAr:I.I'.S ItF.T.IUNG, will leave ruUTI.ANl)
mi FKIHAY, March Sth, for
ISOCKI,ANI>, CAMDEN,
given above, and the Powders will
IIFIT An 1, ( An l IN h anil the usual 1 .anilines as far as
MERCHANT TAILOR,
MATHIAS. Ki ll KNINT
be forwarded to you, postpaid, by
Will reach I1KLFAST on
IT ESHA 1 afternoon, anil I'dim.ANh the same nleht.
No. 10 Williamson’s Block,
return mail.
1-'or further particulars apply to D. l». TIN KII
AM,
BOX

4MJ. ilEW 1«BK CITV.

LORO,

ly42

«t»

HI<-11 ST,, HKLl' IKT.

tin

Helfast,

